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,H onors
College
. here
oSOOn
By DAVID ADAMS

''All that's left to do now is the
implementation of the project,"
said Burton Williams, dean of the
school of social and behavioral
sciences.
Williams was talking about the
Honors College proposal recently
passed by the State Senate to
become effective soon.
Though the program will run
without a budget and will be on
shakey ground for a while while,
Williams believes the Honor College will add "a note of distinction
this school.needs badly."
The Honors College is where
select students of proven academic
ability and interest are brought
into a broader and deeper ex•
posure to the liberal arts than the
conventional course of study offers.

.According to the Honors College evaluated. Information about the
Proposal, "Not only should such a requirements can be obtained in
program enhance the general ed- the near future from the Office of
ucation of talented students but it Behavioral and Social Sciences.
will provide outsta.nding faculty
Other purposes and goals of the
the opportunity 'to work more
college include promoting a sense
of academic collegiality through
directly with these students."
common course work, including a
"In addition, this .,Srogram
four-year program of reading in
should benefit the public image of
the · great works of literature,
Central and contribute to the
improvement of Central's self- related faculty and guest preimage and morale" the proposal
sentation, discussions and critical
stated.
. . writing.
According to Williams, the
Honors College will hopefully
2•tract students to Central and
keep_ them here."

According to the proposal, a
s,cherhe of repeated themes or time
periods will govern the choice of
works.

Though the College is available
to all students who qualify, the
requirements are of a higher
caliber and will be frequently

"It has been suggested a quarter
each year be devoted to classical,
modern and in-between works; or
that a sequence'of scientific, fiction

and other (biography, history criticism, etc.) be repeated each year"
the proposal stated.
There are many lists from which
many works can be chosen from.
The Honors College proposes to
keep alJ offerings within the
framework of existing departments at Central.
According to Dean Williams,
Central has little tradition and
the establishment of the Honors
·program might help to start
tradition, bringing some pride
back to Central.
"We ought to be conserving the
better aspects of college education," said Williams. "It is not so
much a question of innovation, but
renovation and conservation of the
best aspects of a college ed•
ucation."
·

Water usage plans
geared tow a rd
voluntary cutback
By JODY DAIGNEAULT
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Oldest student readies second
graduation after 62 years
By PAUL FRIDLUND
Two years ago a 79-year-old
Central coed climbed Mt. Killimanjaro. Edith Ellexson, now 82,
explained that the trip up the
famous African peak is not too
difficult "if the atmosphere doesn't
bother you. You don't have to
carry a thing."
Ellexson will graduate . from
Central for the second time spring
quarter-her first graduation was
in 1915. She says things were
different when she entered Washington State Normal School (Central) in 1912.
When she started, Ellexson

stayed in the women's dorm,
especially designed for young girls
living away from home for the first
time. To ensure proper behavior
· was maintained, a dean of women
and house mothers kept a watchful
eye on the coeds. Strict rules
governed behavior in the dorm but
"there was always an older student to tell other students how to
get around the rules," Ellexson
said. She hasn't been caught
breaking the rules "yet."
"I like modern kids . .They're reffreshing because they think for
themselves," she observed. When
she first came to Central there
were strict study hours, but n-0w

students have to budget theirtime. Ellexson feels modern dorm
life gives students more responsibility. She cited examples from
Sue Lombard Hall where she lives.
She said the spaghetti feeds, steak
nights and other activities the
dorm has sponsored this year give
the girls leadership training.
Ellexson has noticed some
striking changes since her first
experience at Central. Eighth
A venue was a wagon trail fre- .
quently used by sheep herders. In
her gym class the girls wore black
bloomers· so baggy that "we
couldn't get the bloomers off the
ground when we did sit-ups." She
said that in her first year, 1912-13,
there were 186 girls and just 12
boys attending Central.
After graduating in 1915,
Ellexson taught school in Wrangel,
Alaska, until the outbreak of
World War I. During the war she
went to work for the Forest
Service, followed by jobs with the
Internal Revenue Service and the
Postal Service. Ellexson and her
three sisters performed in a musical group called the McMurry
Sisters for 25 year. She played
saxaphone.
When her husband died in 1958,
Ellexson went to work for a travel agency. Since then she has traveled to many different places
around the world. Among the
famous places she has visited are
the Acropolis in Athens, the
Pyramids, Taj Mahal and the Gold
Pavillion in Japan.
Ellexson is taking advantage of
. her world travels while earning a
liberal arts degree in history. She
has been preparing a journal of her
experiences in East Africa, complete with pictures from big game
country, Mt. Killimanjaro, .and
Oldavi Gorge, where the oldest
human remains have been found.
For Edith Ellexson · spring's
graduation won't be an end, but
rather another beginning. As she
says, "I still have so much I want
to do."

OLDEST GRAD-Edith Ellexson is the ·oldest Central student to
_- graduate this spring. She is 82 years old.

This will be the last Campus
Crier for spring quarter. There
will be four Criers during the
summer months. From the staff of
the Crier, good luck on finals and
enjoy the summer.

Despite the predications that
this summer's water shortage will
not be as severe as originally
expected, both the city of Ellensburg and Central are remaining
cautious as to water usage policy.
According to Charles Gruhl.
acting director of Central's Facilities Planning and Construction,
Central is now getting 100 per cent
of its drinking water .from city
owned pipelines. Action is currently ~nderway o make use of a
well (located at the entrance of
Brooklane Village) owned by the
college. Agreements by the City of
Ellensburg and Central have been
reached to allow joint usage of
water from the Brooklane well.
Central and the City of Ellensburg have drawn up water use
plans that deal primarily with
public awareness and voluntary
conservation measures.
Central's irrigation water is
taken mostly from the Town
Ditch. Wayne Jackson, grounds
supervisor, said "The area north of
the Town Ditch (Ganges) is probbably 80 per cent watered off the
Town Ditch. You probably see a
lot of water running up there these
days because we'r~ getting runoff,
water that would otherwise get
away from us. So we are watering
heavy up there, and in fact, we are
watering quite heavy all over
campus right now, trying to get
water penetration so we've got
water storage at the root zone (of
grass and plants) when we doh.a ve
to start cutting back. Our clocks
(for the automatic · watering system) are cut down probably about
40 ·per cent of normal right now."
Jackson states that about 80 to 85
per cent -of all watering systems
here on campus are under clock
·
control.
Jackson also said, "I get complaints here from students, professors and whatnot about overwatering. One fellow, a student,
called in quite upset because I was
waterfog several places - in the
rain. I went out and checked, and
the water was running everyplace

he said. If those things are
happening and I don't know about ·
it, I appreciate those calls, so that I
can get out there and get something done. We can save a lot of
water by getting notification things
like that. Then I have calls that
come in, saying I'm not watering
enough. The only thing I can say is
that if they feel there is a need to
call me, please call me, and we'll
try to straighten the situation out.
We'd like to cooperate any way we
can. It doesn't look like we're
making an effort, but we are."
A valuable water resource,
Brooklane is potable (drinkable).
but it will also be used for
irrigation. The City of Ellensburg
will buy wat.er from the co,;ege
owned well at · the rate of -four
cents per thousand gallons. Central presently buys water from
Ellensburg at the rate of 19 cents
per thousand gallons, according to
Gruhl.
Also according to Gruhl, to
prepare the well for use, a 75
horsepower pump, pumping out
950 gallons of water per minute
was used to clear the well. The
water, when pumped out last
week, was not c,hannelled, but
allowed to spill out on the ground.
"It would be quite expensive to
pump it into the Ganges," said
. Gruhl.
"The well was only discovered~
few years back. It was developed
· and tested and whatnot probably
four years ago. I think it was just
last summer that t})ey actually
started construction."
The City of Ellensburg will pay
for the expenses incurred in
hooking Brooklane well into city
lines. Tom Chini, city engineer,
estimates that parts and labor will
cost $3500. Chini said, "The city
would like to buy more wells. I
think the city "would like to buy
Brooklane well. The wholesale
price that the city will pay for the
water is reasonable. It's pretty
cheap insurance to make sure
people have lots of wai'er."
Once the Brooklane - well is
incorporated into the city's pipe(Cont. on pg. 2)
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77-78 financial aid may rate better
By CLINT ROBBINS
Central will have at least as
much financial aid available for
students next year as this year,
said John Liboky, director of
financial counseling and financial
aid, "and we are quite optimistic
about even getting a little more in
some areas," he added.

Liboky said, however, that on
the federal level "it appears there
will be a reduction in the National
Direct Student Loan program,
which has been in existence since
1958. This will affect students, and
we hope the loss can be made up
wiLh the money from the payments of those students who have
borrowed in the past."
.

Central's past borrowers have
been very good about repaying
their loans, according to Liboky,
who said the reduction in this
student loan program is a result of
the new Carter administration
being uninformed about the program's importance.
·''Joseph Califano, secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare
had told President Carter that this
program was no longer needed and
so the Carter budget in February
included no money for this purpose
at all," Liboky said.
"It was asserted by the administration that federally insured
bank loans could take the place of
direct student loans. Bank and
college officials across the country
made it clear in correspondence
with Carter that the direct student
Joan program is the best and could
ment declared the program had not be replaced.
"What the administration failed
been the victim of "one-sided
press," "muckraking" and "incom- to understand is that many students would not be eligible for the
plete press coverage."
federally insured bank loan," Li,
Alexander explained his feelings boky explained. "The direct loan
stem from the fact his son studied affects groups of students that
in Mexico with Central's program other programs just can't touch."
Central loaned $~00,000 this
and is currently a tour guide in a
year in the program which had
foreign country.
been threatened with elimination.
Harrington said officials of the
program are looking into other Liboky estimated the reduction
alternatives to a foreign study would be "in the neighborhood of
program.

Short on finances,
future of INS
program in doubt
Central's International Studies
(INS) Program will no longer be
operating their foreign study programs after August, unless an
alternative program can be found.
The programs varied from tne
popular Guadalajara, Mexico program; to the Montreal, Canada;
Ecuador and France pfograms.
For the past seven years, since
the program began in 1970, Central· has served as the representative for the Northwest Council of Colleges, which includes 12
~olleges throughout the US.
According to . Vice President for
Academic Affairs~ Edward Harrington, the closure of the program was due to financial problems.
Closure of the program is being
expressed in a variety of ways
throughout the campus. Students
in the past have enjoyed studying
in a foreign country, according to
recent INS program Director,
Roscoe Tolman.
About 210 students enrolled in
the program during winter quarter; the highest enrollment occured during that quarter.
Faculty members have also ex·
pressed their feelings about the
closure.· One such faculty member
expressed empathatically his feel~
ings at a recent Board of Trustees
meeting. James 'Alexander, chairman of _th~ . 8:.~!hropology depart-

Wes tern .Washington State Col .
lege, an ex-member of the Northwest Council of Colleges will soon
be joining Washington State Universjty and Universtiy of Washington in Instituto Cultural Tenochtitlan (ICT). ICT is a profitmaking organization with study
programs in three locations in
Mexi~Q,_

Director of Western's international studies program, Art
Kimmel, has long been a critic of
the Guadalajara program. Kimmel
was quoted in Western's student
newspaper, "It was supposed to be
a joint effort from colleges, but
they [Central] took it and the
profits too, if there were any."
It was because of the alleged irregularities within the program
that Kimmel began to have illf eelings about the Guadalajara
prC!gram.

SMORGASBORD

1.89

11 am 1 :30 pm

For all the pizza , salad &' cavatini
_You~ eat II!
Good luck to all the graduating seniors

925-5001

805 N. A Street
·

$100,000 to $150,000 for next year.
- Sources for the revived Nationaf
Di!"ect SLudent Loan program
include "the money we receive
from the federal government each
year, the college's contribution of
one-ninth that amount and the
payments from past borrowers."
He said the pressure from Congress allowed for at least some of
the program to be saved.
The colleg~ work-study program
on the federal level will also take a
slight cut back in · ,percentage.
"This program enables students to
work for the college or another
non-profit agency with the federal
government paying 80 per cent
and the college or non-profit
agency 20 per cent.
"The program has really helped
the appearance of the college as
students have taken full-time jobs
sometimes involving painting and
other work on campus that has
helped the college and the students," said Liboky.
Slightly increasing in funding
will be the Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant program
"because the federal government
realized that some money is left
over from this year and can be
used for next year.
"Our Basic Grant program for
_next year will be about the same

size, increasing slightly from just
over $800,000 to $1 million next
year. This will be the fifth year for
this program and we hope it will
also help in making up for the
reduction in the direct student
Joan program," Liboky said.
There hasn't yet been any •
indication of cuts on the state level
"and we might even be in for some
increases in assistance," Liboky
said.
"In the tuition fee waiver area
we think we'll have about the same
amount funds to help students.
We can waive the tuitions of 185
students with this program," he
said, noting that the figure for
each college in the state is based
on enrollment at the college.

Letters of award for financial
aid. are being sent out by Liboky's
deparlment now "and students on
campus who have received assistance grants for next year will be
notified before they leave school
this spring . unless they applied
late," Liboky said.
, Liboky said most students who
apply for financial aid at Central
are able to get some kind of
assistance and "Those who demonstrate the need for some kind of
help get it.;'

New well to connect city
use them."
makes good sense because if you
(Cont. from pg. 1)
lines, the Town Ditch will no
The fairground and rodeo wells, save some water, you're going to
longer be used much as a_source of said Walker, "are classified as save some money. We certainly
irrigation water, owing to the deep wells. There's no danger of would be very strongly in favor of
substantial amounts of water con- them running dry. They're not people practicing conservation."
tained in the well. Gruhl said, affected by surface water runoff
The seeding of a sod farm, a
"Right now today, we still don't rates, either."
project designed to grow grass
have that much of a shortage of
When asked about the City turf to replace damaged sod awater, so that the city feels, and so Council's concern of college con- round campus, has been delayed
because of the amount of water it
_does the college, that they (the sumption rates, Walker said,
college) can take 220,000 gallons "Something that people don't fully - would have required. Several oevery month for irrigation and appreciate is that the amount of · ther landscaping projects requirspread it throughout the campus. water consumed in the city rela- ing water will proceed, however.
And by the way, that isn't much tive to the amount of water used
Areas adjacent to . the Instrucwater, apparently. That's enough for irrigation purposes is very tional Building and the Library
to get the trees and the brushes very small. We use on the average have already been cleared and
and a couple of other vital places. in this community about four
seeded with grass. Gruhl said,
"We wanted to get the distance
They (the college) have cut bacK. million gallons a day" on a yearbetween the Library and the
on water usage, so it looks ~ike round average. That includes the
we'll be able to do minimal watercollege and Twin Cities Foods and
Instructional Building planted as
well. That will not be. We didn't
ing throughout the campus and all the residents and the other
things won't die off. And that's industrial and commercial uses.
have enough funds."
good. I think there's nothing worse ; Now that consumption goes up in
Gruhl expects funds from the
than a dusty campus.
the summertime sometimes to Legislature, however, to complete
..The prime reason [for drilling around eight million gallons a day · the landscaping project between
the Brooklane well] was for irriga- for irrigation purposes, for spring the Library and the Instructional
tion. We wanted to be able to cleaning and what have you, but if Building. "And then, if we still
pump our own water. and irrigate. you would compare that volume of have funds left over, the vacant
The college does pot want to be in water on a daily or yearly basis to area north of the L&L Building
our own water business," said the amount of water used for
will be landscaped."
Gruhl. Brooklane well cost the irrigation, we are very small users
The pool surrounding the Grupe
school approximately $100,000. of water. We return a great deal of Conference Center is another proJlad the school hooked _up its own our water to the river through the
ject slated for landscaping. Gruhf
pipelines to distribute the water, sewage treatment plant. We probsaid, "That pond, if you will,
another $100,000 would hav-e been ably, on the average, return nearly leaked very badly, and it cost a
tremendous amount of money just
necessary, according to Gruhl. as much water to the river as we
Over a mile of pipeline would_have draw out of the river. In fact, there to maintain the pond so that il
b
• dt
· th
t'
. are ·probably days when we add
would hold water. Secondly, we
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"Our well capacity, particularly
with the addition of access to the
college well, is more than enough
to take care of our normal domestic consumption. The only kind of
water curtailment that we realistically expect to be faced with is
something on irrigation. We're not
even sure how serious that's going
to get, because there are so many
reports coming from the various
state and federal agencies involved with the allocation of water
like the Bureau of Reclamation,
which announced they'd made a
misfiike -abouthow much irrigation
water was going to be av'ailable.
They're now saying there'll be
substantially more irrigation wa-

I ~~~u:;;i:~:~;;e~~ they had pre

start all, over. Even if that didn't
happen, we found that the wind
blew everybody's papers into it, so
that it became a high maintenance
problem. I'm sure it will be much _~ .
better than what we have right
now. Construction work in this
area will probably start in two
months. We might postpone it a
bit to take advantage of the Fall."
Gruhl speculated on water sufficiency for the Central campus
and adjacent areas by saying, "If
these lakes and. ponds are no~
refilled next year. they we're
going to have a worse problem
than we have now. We have a
problem now I and we're still kinu
of leaning on last year's water,

~::~~CJ~in~\h:esu:::!r ;~~ t~~~
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'Decreased from 7300 to 5000'

Centro l's enrollment problem continues •••
By MARCI BAKER
The college boom experienced in
the late 60's has bottomed out and
left Central officials scrambling for
ways to entice students onto
Central's campus.
At first glance, it would appear
that Central is not a victim of
declining enrollment. The number
of students registered this quarter
total 8589. That's 100 up from
fall quarter.
This initial figure, however, is
misleading. According to Jimmie
Applegate-, special assistant to the
president, the increase is accountable to students enrolling in offcampus programs. These students
he said, are not taking full loads,
therefore_, the number of credit
hou~s generated each quarter ,is
declining.
Applegate explained that Central ·. is funded according to the
, total number of credit hours that
students register for. "We contract with the state," he explained,
"to g-enerate a certain number of
student credit hours. We are, in a
sense, penalized."
Head count may be up, said
Applegate, but in terms of credit
hours, Central's enrollment has
decreased. "We have not made
our contracted enrollment," he
said.
"That means enrollment
projections have to be adjusted,
and we have just gone through
this with the Office of Program
and Fiscal Management."
According to Applegate the
decline of on-campus students has
"had a tremendous impact not only
on us but on the community." He
said enrollment had decreased
from about 7300 in 1971 to about
5000 today. Most students in 1971
~ were on campus students and
attending full time.
The decrease in students has
meant a monetary loss not only for
Central but also for the community. Applegate noted that "each
full time student is responsible for
somewhere in the neighborhood of
$4,500 of government and privat_e
sources coming into the community."
~ Dmald Bridges, director of admissions, pointed out that enrollment is not a problem limited to
It is happening to
Central.
colleges nationwide.
Recent statistics showing the
number of students applying to
state institutions for admissions
this fall appears to lend crP.rlence
to Bridge's statement. The University of Washington (UW) is the
only institution to show a significant rise in the number of students

applying for admission. The re- cable because a majority of the the river and drink beer" is a
Applegate noted that university
maining state colleges have re- questionnaires mailed o·ut were myth, as is the belief that Central status would aid tremenQ.ously in
The results do. is merely a teacher's college.
ceived less applications this year not returned.
increasing enrollment. The -uniApplegate commented that the versity is only a word, he explainhowever, suggest some ~ignifican_t_
than they had in 1976.
public needs to be informed of the ed, "It's the image that goes along
Though enrollment is a problem indications.
throughout the state, Applegate
Surveys condueted in 1974 and advantages qf attending Central. with the word that makes that
said that Central's position is 1975 indicated that most respon- ""·Students consistently indicate status very desirable.
It has
unique because of it's location. dents (89.12) who did not enroll at that they come to Central because something of additional statys
Unlike Central, he explained, the Central did, however, enroll at of it's size and location," he said. attached to it." It is the additional
other£tate institutions are locaten another institution. The five most
Applegate referred to a survey status, said Applegate. which
near major metropolitan areas and frequent reasons for not attending conducted last fall which indicated would enhance Central in the
draw many students who are Central were: 1) another college reasons why students were eyes of many people.
.
commuters.
was more desirable, 2) financial attracted to Central. He said, the
In the end, Applegate said, the
Central, however, is in an iso- problems, 3) urged to attend report indicated that students best promoters of Central are it's
lated area. Applegate said, "We another school, 4) wanted to selected this school for three faculty, staff, and satisfied stuare more a residence college than a attend a smaller school, and 5) do major reasons--because of the dents. "If we have students who
commuter college. Fees are closer not like Ellensburg.
school's good academic reputation, are getting what they want from
to that of a university than they
A more extensive study was because it offers special education- Central, then they will tell their
are to a community college. T~mes made in 1973 in which the most al programs and because of the friends that Central has what they
of inflation make it very difficult frequent reason for rejecting Cen- advice given to them by someone want," he said.
for some students to decide to tral was, "urged to attend another who attended Central.
Applegate commented that the
When Applegate was asked past has _shown that employees
come to Central where they would school be friends, parents or
what was being done to boost and students have not been vocal
have to live as opposed to going to, teachers."
The survey indicated there were enrollment, he mentioned several in stating Central's good aspects.
say, the (UW) which might be·
two arguments used to persuade plans, the most important being "We seem to be bashful," he said.
right at their back door."
While cost and location are students to attend another school. the establishment of the Central "We do many fine things but we
deterrents, there are other factors The first is concerned with Cen- Investment Fund. He explained don't tell people. We get caught
which figure into Central's declin- tral's quality of education. The the fund would involve a campus up in being critical of little things.
ing enrollment.
According to survey report states, "Unfavor- and community effort to raise They take away from the good
Bridges, more older individuals able publicity about Central tends ., $30,000 for ~cholarships. He said it things."
are enrolling in college. Because to focus on the quality of Central is hoped that this scholarship fund
If _all efforts turn out to be in
they have other responsibilities, as an educational institution, not will be an incentive for students to vain and enrollment continues to
such as families or full-time jobs, giving as many majors and as high attend Central.
decline, Applegate said adjustOther efforts to increase enrollthey can only afford to go to school quality majors as other instituments will have to be made.tions."
_
ment, said Applegate, will include
part-time.
Right now, he said "Rumors are
The second argument focuses on printing and distributing publicaBridges also said that there are
rampant
that we will have to RIF
fewer people reaching college age. the quality of social life at Central. tions and increasing the activity of (reduction in faculty) and cut civil
"The baby boom is over," he said. The report indicates that many the alumni association in offservice employees. But it's too
He said
Those who were born during that students refuse to c.o me here campus recruitment.
early to give those rumors much
time have graduated from college. because it is perceived by many as there are plans to make some radio credence. It's too early yet to tell
Another reason for the decline, · being a "party school." The report and TV advertisements and to
if we're going to have to make
said Bridges, is the job opportuni- also states that others do not utilize the campus television facilithose kinds of adjustments."
ties available today. "Many people attend because "social life is · ties.
are undecided as to what they limited. There are few outlets
want to go into." Because job because of the size of the comopportunities are shifting rapidly, munity."
they decide 1t is best to go out and
Included in the report were
some of the unfavorable things
work for awhile.
The dissolution of the draft has students had to say about Central.
also had a negative effect on The most frequent remarks inParis , Rome, Florida, Hawau. Cle Elum . . Summer IS the time to play
enrollment, said Bridges. "Stu- cluded: standards not quite as
Wherever you decide, feel comfortable
dents no longer have to go to high, heard a degree is more
when leaving your home in my hands.
college to become deferred."
pertinent from the U of W, person
I have experience in housesitting along with 2 years experience resu:tent
Bridges said that Central's re- attending Central says they fool
living as a L,G.A. (Living Group Advisor) and Head R~1dent .
tention rate plays a large role in around and still get A's, small
· My services are available throughout the summer. let's talk before you
decide.
the problem. "Students are not town, Central known as teacher's
My name is KARIE HAMILTON .
staying at Central," he explained. college, "party school" and rotten
I .JP You can reach me at 963-1561 or 963-1691 . You'can leave a message.
"They transfer out or are dropping town location.
out." Those who transfer, said
Applegate commented that the
~--WW:~ Also, references .,.. available.
·
Ask for: John Drinkwater - 963-1691
Bridges, do so because they party college image--the image
Jim Hollister - 963-2783
Terry Milne - 963·1391
change -to majors not offered here that "all they do over there is float
Deacon Meier - 963-1391
or because they want to receive a
degree from a more prestigious
university.
In the past, the Testing and
Evaluative Services has conducted
surveys which explore reasons
why students decide not to attend
Central. Gregory Trujillo, director of the testing and evaluative
sevices, pointed out that the
results cannot be generally appliin

FIRST AND LAST NOTICE!

$1500 IN PRIZES!

(retail ·value)

c'Junie Moon' last
play of the year
Tell Me That You Love Me
Junie Moon, a play in three acts by
D. D. Brooke, adapted from the ,
novel by Marjorie Kellogg, will
open at 8:30 pm, June 2, ·in the
Threepenny Theater (Barge 300)
and will run through the 4th. The
production is student directed by
Stephanie Noble, and admission is .
~ free.
"One~ there were three patients
who met in the hospital and
, decided to live together. They
, arrived at this decision because
they had no place to go when they
were discharged.
<.· "Despite the fact that these
patients often quarreled and nagged each other, and had, so far as
they knew, nothing in common,
. they formed an odd balance-like
three pawnshop balls." (From the
novel, Tell Me That You Lav.e Me
Junie Moon By Marjorie K~Uogg)

~-

Leading roles in this production
will be played by: Kandis Branum
as Junie Moon, David McMahan as
Arthur and Mike Daschbach as
Waren.
Other supporting roles will be
played by: Rob Reynolds, Kenneth
Peachy, Stephanie McMaham, Patrick Van Haren, Laura Hamilton,
Kenneth Kron, Paula' Osborn,
Kathy McElfresh and Marrie Young.
In commenting on the show,
director Stephanie Noble said,
"The play is a contemporary work
exploring the interwoven lives of
three lonely people who have been
out cas t by society and are disillusioned with themselves and
their lot in life." This will be the
last CWSC drama department
play of this quarter, so be sure to
eome early as the show expects to
draw capacity crowds.

NO PU RC HASE NECESSARY!
~------
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Receiver!
Other prizes byPioneer,Yamaha, Garrard, Empire,
Shure, Audio Technica, Discwasher, Superex.

HOW DO YOU

ENTER?Yo"u must

Register-In person-In our Store-by June 15.

Do it NOW- this is the ONLY notice!
winners will be listed in our summer newsletter
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Opinion page
~:~::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Last week in the Crier, an edjtorial was erroneously given the
byline of Richard D. Anderson.
The article was in fact written as a
project by Terry Haws for one of
his classes, "Managing Human
Conflict in Education."
Instructor for the class is
Richard D. Anderson.
The article may be used for a
television editorial on a Seattle
station.
The Crier is regretful for any
inconvenience that may have occurred by our error.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:·:·:·:=:=:=:~:::::::::::

'Rat race' continues in psych lab
By DAVID PAYSON
If you believe like we do that
every living and breathing thing
has a right to live, then you should
see what's going on in the psychology building. Rats. Cute little .
fuzzy rats are dying over there
like the first wave of commies in a

A final note on INS?
By DAVID ADAMS
The lnternation Studies Program (INS) is now a thing of the
past at Central. Yet unanswered
questions still remain. Questions
about the program that might not
ever be answered, but still need to
be asked.
Questions like: Why were all
three reports done by he Vice
Presidents's office so incomplete?
Why not just one report and a 100
per cent audit of the program?
And why weren't they made public
ear.lier than wh~t they ~ere?
The first investigation consisted of
a telephone call by Don Schliesman, dean of undergraduate
studies, on the request of Vice
President Edward Harrington.
The call by Schiesman consisted of
questions' asked of Clair Lillard
and Rosco Tolman, INS program
directors Lillard and Tolman
were however, also mentioned in a
private letter to President Brooks
as having been named in some
alledged inconsistencies of the
Program.
The second inquiry was merely
a written reply by Lillard to
Schliesman's earlier telephone
call. A copy of that reply, read and
analyzed, also reveals some questions left unanswered.
The third investigation, or the
Helms Report as it is otherwise
known, also kept f!.1e questions
about the International Studies
Program behind a quiet shado.
The administration at Central
knew of the problems dealing with
the INS program around two
years ago, and yet three investigations and a sundry amount
of audits still leaves many question
unanswered and the public uninformed.
A sampling of the questions this
reporter was unable to find answers for the following:
Question-Why did not Vice
President Harrington, in his office's investigations, look farther
into the legality of the Mexico
Program? In a letter dated January 29, 1976 to President Brooks
from Vice President Harrington
and Dean Schliesman it was stated
"a corporation has been under
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development in Guadalajara for
the past several months and will
become a reality within a few
weeks." Where in fact, some ten
month later at a meeting of the
persons involved in November
1976, it was disclosed there still
did not exist a legal corporation in
Mexico for the Program to operate
under(Con't. on page 15)

Disposable razors sign
of a 'throw away' society
By KELLY J.RYAN
As one of the few who never
acquired the television habit-I
must be the only one in the quiet
Kittitas Valley who did not see
both "Roots" and the Later Confessions of Richard M. Nixonthere is still time for self entertainment without wasting countless hours hypnotized by the boob
tubes' never-ending string of cop
shows and the like.
Through a practice of avoiding
the one-eyed monster in the corner, I never know what type of
deodorant will keep my arm pits
from letting people know that I
sweat or what type of aspirin gives
fast, fast, faa-ast relief.
Occasionally, however, friends
drop by for a visit and ayparently
some find trying to carry on a
conversation without the accompaniment of the TV as difficult as
paddling upstream on the Yakima
River with their hands tied. Sometimes they say "hello" before they
find the switch.
It was during one of these visits,
after a brief interlude with the
"Six Million Dollar Man", that I
was introduced to a new type of
safety razor. One that, after
your're finished with, you simply
throw away, blade and all. I don't
remember the name but since
these things breed like rabbits,
there is probably more than one.
Now, a plastic razor you discard
with the blade may seem like a
small thing to get incensed about,
but if ever a single article epito-
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place called the Surgery Room. In
it is a device called a stereotaxic, a
kind of vice-like machine that
holds a rat secure, so that its brain
can be probed. This sounds grim,
but at least it doesn't kill the rats.
They even get their heads shaved
before the operation, so they get
frequent haircuts. But that's the
drawback. They also get frequent
stereotaxics.
I saw a long hall along which is
arranged a number of test rooms.
The technologist explained that
these rooms are where students go
(with their rats) to learn the
wonders of operant conditioning.
Each room is equipped with a rat
test box and a machine to record
rat responses. Here, rats are '
taught to push buttons for rewards.
Man has learned so much about
himself by training rats to push
buttons. Amazing.
Amazing, too, is the number of
fascinating rat-testing devices I've ~
seen up here-Skinner boxes and
mazes. Among the most fascinating is one called a straightalley maze with water, a long, rectangular-shaped swimming pool
for rats. Students, I'm sure, conduct covert rat swimming races in
this pool, because on its side is a ,
big sign that reads Mark Spitz
Memorial Pool.
Great fun. But I doubt if gold
medals are awarded to the win-,
ning rats. They might get to skip a
week in the surgery room, though.
So back now among the cages 'of
Long Evans Hooded Rats, lis-.
. tening to their pathetic little
squeals, and having seen enough of
this lab, I'm ready to leave-if I
only knew the way out. The tech- »
nologist says it's simple. He says~
it's only a matter of finding thw
elevator and pushing the correct
button to go down.
Sure. That sounds simple. But
why does he want to follow me and
record my response?

A plague upon
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NEW~ EDITOR: S.POB.TS EDITOR:
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ban;j rh!l-;{'.
condemned rats. The first imYou've probably guessed by pression he got was that-the psynow that this is another one of chology building . itself is like a
those sa ve-the-rats-in-the-psychol- giant rat maze. It took him 45
ogy building articles that we run minutes to find the third floor
every few years or so in an effort where the rat lab is located,
to save a few campus rats (the four another 25 minutes to find the lab.
legged variety).
Along the way, winding through
You're rilrht.
_ those confusing halls, he expeIt never works, of course. In- rienced real moments of panic, and
variably, no matter what we say, by the time he reached the lab's
the rats continue to be snuffed out outer doors, he could empathize
at an alarming rate. But like any only too well with the rats inside.
college newspaper must, we conFollowing is the frightening
tinue to try, continue to plead the report he filed of his ordeal in the
case of those defenseless little rat lab:
creatures, who too often are
Folks, I'm standing in the Green
stuffed into Skinner boxes, con- Wing· of the rat lab in the ~ps_y-_
ditioned to find their way around a chology building surrounded by
few corners, and then done in. some 600- Long Evans Hooded
And all this inhumanity to Rats, a cute Norwegian strain of
please a few psychology majors, rodents. And although I've only
who, for a lot of different reasons, been here a few minutes, I've
are suspect anyway. Fine thin_g! already fallen in love with the
For this year's version of our rat little beasts.
crusade, we sent a reporter to the
Yes, it's tragic. Twice I've heard
scene to get a better feel of the what I'd swear was a tiny cry for
situation, to walk among the help, very human-like, very pa~
thetic. When I've wheeled to answer the calls, there has been
nothing there-nothing but a cute
little fuzzy rat staring out from its
cage.
Perhaps only on death row in
San Quentin could this scene be
recreated in hµman terms. Before
mizes the throw away society, this me stretch long rows of cages.
is it. I have no idea. how much Each cage contains up to three
energy, both human and electrical, black and white rats. Protruding
goes into making these plastic from each tiny cell is a water botgadgets but it must be con- tle and a feed trough. The rats are
siderable! And since they are fed what looks like giant chunks of
indeed plastic, which sternly re- dry dog food. It's hard to imagine
sists the decay of time, whatever how they swallow something so
is thrown away will be with us big. There are no bathrooms.
always.
I dunno, I've been through one
There was a time when shaving war and a number of Seattle rush
separated the men from the boys hours, and I've never seen any(and the girls). At that time a man thing like this. Standing with me is
expected to expend some energy a research technologist. He's been
of his own to cut the whiskers from showing me around the lab. I don't
his face. He stroked his straight- know how he can take it. He says
edge razor on a fine leather strap he's been here for 10 years.
-until it held a fine edge. Then he
I just got back from touring a
soaped his own face with a brush,
again using his own energy, instead of releasing lather from a
can, and then he used his own
energy to cut the whiskers from
his face.
Throw away the razor? Indeed
not. A fine razor was handed down
By ROBIN CAMPO
from father to son, along with the
The Equal Rights Amendment
fine leather strap.
(ERA)
is a damnable plague upon
These days, it seems fashionable
our male dominated society. How
to talk about the energy crisis. By
such a piece of trash could go so far
that, I mean the shortage of oil.
in the system that's best suited to
Cheap and abundant energy has
weed out this sort of biased
freed us from toil to do countless
business is a wonder in itself.
other jobs. But when we reach the
Anyone
who has a decent knowpoint where we require a barrel of ·
ledge of politics and history could
oil to carry home our groceries or
tell you that maternal societies
to use Grand Coulee Dam's power
and
governments are doomed to
to brush our teeth or to use 100
failure. And rightly so.
pounds of coal to shave once, we
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take being made in ratifying thel!
ERA thing. Women should just
stay on those pedestals and stay
the hell out of the way of the men
who are trying to get this ol
world squared away <tnd who are
taking care of all of the problems.
They just ge.t in the way (women
:
do, that is.)

Now if this federal ERA gets
ratified by enough states, all kinds
of crapola will hit the fan. If a
other war starts then they'll draft
women. The military won't have
For example: take a look at any way to keep them out of
Great Britain. They used to be one combat duty. Who wants to spen
of the world's most powerful a war with a bunch of females who
nations and Britain ruled the seas . keep moaning about their makeYou could even say that the sun up? "Well, I can't shoot any
never set on the British Empire. commies until I get my eyelashe':s
That is until all of these queens got on," will be an often heard phrase.
control and messed everything up. Then after the war they'll come
They're in sad shape now. India is home to take the jobs away from
another great example. Under the regular Joes who have a wife
Gandhi's rule the world's largest and kids to support. They'll cry
democracy turned into the world's discrimination when they don't get
largest dictatorship and it was all a job that goes to a man. They
caused by a woman. The Amazons won't find a man and get marriei/
used to break men's legs so that and let a man take care of them.
they couldn't get away or turn Oh, no, that would be too easy.
upon them. This is where we got You won't even hear of any women
the phrase about woman's in- being pregnant, barefoot and i~
humanity to man. Even the old the kitchen.
Greeks had enough sense not to
Just think, if this ERA passes
give women the vote. Women
then some of these women will
knew their places in those days.
even start demanding to get on top
All of these examples are just and we all know how perverted
more proof of the enormous mis- that is, right? Right.
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Questions? Inquire at Dr. Wise's Initiative No. 345 petition. We
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otl.lt a dissenting vote unanimously. When the quarter came to
an end, l found myself unable to
give to any attention in other than
a passive mode. I had been unable
to arrange funding for a membership drive, and was totally dependent upon the word of mouth
process for recruitment. Pete became very invo!ved with the Joint
Student Fees process. Henct the
committee's lack of obvious activity.
Next to hamprr the committee
was an abortive attempt of mine to
maintain my beliefs in an argument wit.h individuals within the
ASC office. Pete became the only
member of the committee shortly
after that episode. Since it was
absurd for me to continue in the
ASC office. And to settle the
matter, the JCC claimed that the
BOC was supposed to handle all
legislative matters anyway; Well
people, it seems that the CWSC
BOC is the only· state institution
that feels this way. Eastern,
Western, WSU, UW, and the
Evergreen State College all facilitate their students participation in
legislative matters.
Why abolish this 9bviously necessary route of student activism in
the legislative process at Central?
I believe the move was directed at
me by some individuals who have
a lot to learn about their responsibilities to the students at Central, and of student government's
underlining goal to facilitate learning and participation of its members.
It may be that these people
didn't intend to zap me, but really
believed in their publicized motives. If that's the case, fine, but I
can find little solace in them
providing for my student government needs. If you have any
talent, wit, intelligence, or hyper·
active committee intentions; don't
waste them on the current JCC
structure or its offerings, instead
move to separate the JCC membership roster from the BOC and
RHC and attempt to staff it with
members who will guard the
committee from inside bickering
and politics, and staff it with
persons who will provide a legitimate and objective mode of student participation in their college
by election if need be, the JCC
could then act as a check and
balance over the BOC and RHC
also, something that is not as yet
provided for at Central.

In last week's issue of the Crier,
the article about the Joint Commillee on Committees (JCC) on
page 2, contained several faults.
As chairperson of this committee
for the past year ending , this
spring, I can state that to begin
with, there are not 100 or so
different committees under the
Board of · Control (BOC) realm,
when in fact there are somewhat
less than 50.
Also, contrary to the purpose
originally drafted by Tom Dudley
who in 1971 created the JCC, the
JCC is hardly an employment
agency for the BOC and its
counterpart. The JCC serves as a
control and input mechanism over
student committee - persons; in
short, it fulfills its purpose for
making available a mode of access
to achievement for student activism at Central. To call it simply
an "employment" agency is to
,blasphmey it and the ASC persons
who created and reinforced it.
Along the same lines, the claim
that the JCC used to be an
"unwieldy" and cumbersome body
because of its original membership
structure is also a jar of feces. I
attended several meetings during
1974 when the JCC operated in a
manner of efficiency and duty that
has yet to be matched. I also
witnessed the JCC's demise when
the students of Central were
duped into the BOC form of
governance. The BOC structure
severly cut the roster of membership on the JCC along with letting
the committee die from lack of
interest on the BOC's part.
It was about this time that Dean
Donald Wise, then Associate Dean
of Students and advisor to the
ASC brought together several of
us to put some life into the JCC.
The JCC at that time was reborn
with "RHC blood" and received
support from then BOC member
Bob Fisher. It was obvious also
that the JCC could not operate· as
it had used to, mainly because ,the
BOC had eliminated most of the
membership and because nobody
was really that concerned about it.
So, Bob Fisher, Dean Wise:
Glenn Wise (no relation to Dr. Scott Mueggler
Wise), Mark Hutson, and myself
endeavored to put. the thing in
motion. During the same time all
this was happening, several stu-w
dents made comments about how
the JCC would only serve the
membership because of the restructuring. Only lately has this
claim made an impression on me.
The JCC can be an efficient body
when it serves its purpose.
That same "Sunset" duty menCentral has, at least, its share of
tioned in the Crier article typifies
just how efficient it can be. When I students who develop outstanding
was ousted as Chairman of the records in aca<;iemic pursuits and
Residence Hall Council this quar- the many and varied activities
ter, it wasn't two weeks before I available. Some receive recognilearned that the Committee on tion well beyond our campus
Legislation and Political Activity borders, statewide and nationally.
which I drafted and was a primary Some work quietly within dorm
member of, was slated to be - and student government and activabolished by the same individuals ities organizaitons--but do not
that ousted me from RHC. Their
claims were based upon presump. Our special
tions of subjective activity on my
part and on reasoning that since it
dept. offers
had not got off the ground that it
two-horse b.ug_gy
probably wouldn't, that the membership comprised of myself and
Pete Gruhl (Chairman of the JSF) excellent condition
showed no interest on the student
&
bodies part to become involved,
_ready
to
sell
2-nd that the BOC could handle the
duties of the committee better. · Ellensburg
The committee was easy to draft,
Warehouse
and even easier to get approval for
402 S. Main
from the BOC; in fact they

h 0 /S
who

maybe you
1

recognition. The CWSC "Who's
Who in American Colleges and
Universities" committee is interested in discovering who these
students are. Normallv. our search
takes place in the fall. We would
like lo start looking- now, and
resume in the fall quarter.

If you are a student who has a

"reasonably" respectable gradepoint, a record of participation,
leadership and contribution to the
college community--we want to
know about you~ Faculty ·and staff
members who know of such students should inform us. Elsewhere
in this issue of the Crier you'll see
an official notice from Dean Don
Wise, relative to specific eligibility
requirements. His office in the
Samuelson Union Building will be
the recipient of all applications.
You do not have to be a "brain."
You don't have to be an officer of
an organization. You do have to
have a record which the whole
college community can be pr-0ud of
and point to as "the kind of student
who represents the best (all~r<?und) who attends Central."
This recognition may not make
you richer. It cannot assure you of
a job. You may be the only one
who knows about it ten years from
now. But if you arP a "Who's
Who ... " we want to honor you,
now. Your own pride may be the
only long-term repository of the
rec9gnition.

office.

Encouragingly,
Milo L. Smith
Committee Member

Urge for.
support -

would be honored to speak with
vou and your group about the
initiative. We would welcome your
assistance in circulating petitions.
If your are interested in hearing
more about this or if you are
interested in actively supporting
the initiative campaign please
contact me at 115 W 3rd or call
925-1446.
Warm regards,
James C. Philo
Nutrition Affairs Coordinator

In the interest of the poor o.nd
disenfranchised people of Kittitas
County and Washington, we at the
Kittitas County Action Council are
working to support lmt1ative Measure No. 345-an effort to remove
the sales tax on food. We oppose
the sales tax on food because of its
regressive nature.
Perhaps one simple example can
best illustrate the reason for our
opposition to the sales tax on food.
An average family with an annual
income of $5,000 can be expected
to spend 40 per cent (or $2,000) of
their income on food. The sales tax
on that will $110 -(not to mention
other state and local taxes for a
total tax burden .of $520). It is our
feeling this situation visits a very
tangible hardship on the poor and
the elderly.
We would like your support in
the effort to gain signatures to the

Spelling bee
is easy - Z
I apologize for a spelling in my
article entitled "Ken Kesey Host
Hoo-haa" (sic).
"Hoo-haa is spelled Hoo-haw,"
said Bill Klebeck, who was a
Hoo-hawer.
As someone once said, "What
can I say?"
I say; things seem to balance out
in the end anyway--my by-line was
misspelled--it's Fitz with a "z"
pa trick.
Respectfully,
Les Fitzpatrick

Building code states:
fire a·l arm not needed
By PAMELA WHITENER
The damages , sustained in the
Student Village Apartment complex on May 4 may have been less
severe had the .complex had a fire
alarm system.
However, due to the Uniform
1 Building Code, one is not needed.
Captain Wyman Renfrow of . the
Ellensburg Fire Department told
this reporter the buildings were
exempt due to a. clause in the
building code known as a "grand·
father clause".
This clause was reported in the
May 12 issue of the Crier as
exempting "those buildings built
during a time when no fire alarms
were required, even though the
fire code has changed since then."
Captain Joel Taleric, in charge
of fire prevention in Ellensburg,
said even if an identical building
were built today, there would be
no need for a fire alarm system.
This is due to the construction of·
the buildings.
Between each apartment unit is
a two-hour fire wall, constructed of
fire rated sheet rock and fire
retarded wood framing. Between

the ceiling and floors is also a hard exterior exits. Any two-story conburning concrete partition. These taining more than 10 people must
partitions are such that, under have two exits. The complexes, in
building regulations, they can St.u dent Village have three exits,
deem the six-unit apartment as _ one on each floor.
one, whether it actually looks like
ilthough the information given
a six-unit complex, 12-unit com- this reporter was reported accuplex or large·r .
. rately, further comments about
Also taken into consideration is the building construction was
the fact the apartments have needed.

Co-ed tops conference
A Central Washington State
College senior from Yakima, Robert Cot lrell, won the top prize in
last weekend'~ American Chemical
Society Student Affiliate conference held here.
Colltrcll, who is maJormg in
mathematics and chemistry, earned a cash award, plaque and
certificate for his research into
enzyme analysis.
Results of Cottrell's research,
and that of other students from
colleges and universities throughout the slate, were presented to
the annual conference.
Winning the conference award

for the best presentation of a
research paper was a University of
Puget Sound student, Terry Schneider.
The CWSC student used ' his
mathematics and computer training at the college to aid in his
solution of what John Meany,
chemistry professor called a difficult biochemical problem.
~

Ellen~burg's
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307 N . M11n • 92!>-JJ26

Applications are now open for an
editor .for su011Der quarter and one
for fall quarter. Must submit resume and
cover letter to Mass
Media Office, L & L 345.
Fo·r more in.formation, call
Campus Crier 963-1026 or
Mass Media O.ffice 963-3342
Deadline .for applications,
May 31 at 4 pm.
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Kam o Ia to close:
"too costly·,
no occupancy
,

Kamola Hall will be closed
starting next .year, says Jim
Hollister, director of housing.
There are two main reasons for
the ~losure, according ~o Hollister.
One reason is "essentially relates to the apparently continuing
decline in enrollment and consequenLly the shrinking of ~<''.'.U
pancy on campus," says Hollister.
The resid~nce nails in the past
have been filled lo 85 per cent
occupancy. "We felt if that trend
c1,mt.inued, we couldn't afford to
keep all the · buildings open",
stated Hollister. As of now, Kamola itself can hold 198 students but
only is · filled by 140 students.
The other reason for closing
Kamola is that it takes Central
$60,000 a year to maintain that
buildi!lg. This includes utilities,

I I

labor . and general operational
costs. Hollister says they will trv
to save most of that money to
make needed repairs on other
buildings on campus, such as new
carpet for lhree of the Basetti's
and repairs to showers and drains
in Nor th Hall.
This summer Central will be
trying several programs to increase enrollment, according to
Hollister. The Summer Field Representative Program is one in
which people who have enrolled
for Central will be contacted next
summer by students. With this
personal contact," the people who
have enrolled may talk with the
students and ask any question
they have about the school. If
programs such as this work,
Kamola may be opened again in
the fu_ture.

Q

560 attending Central in 1928
'

ri

3. All men students should
grounds in Ellensburg.
The 1928 Wilcat Football team carry an oid tiorseSh.oe ·m their hip
pocket when wandering unpro·
twas 8-0 in season play.
As this is the last Crier issue of
_
In 1928 560 students v.rere tected around !he campus.
the 76-77 school year, this will be ·
These rules are most effective
enrolled in the Normal school.
the last "Way It Was."
Governor Roland H. Hartley when rehearsed just after e~ch
During the years 1918-1930:
vetoed House Bill 239 authorizing meal."
The forerunner of the present
In the "Meditation on dreaded
the granting of degrees by state
Crier was the student opinion
Normal Schools of Washington final exams cause many long hours
paper, which ran from 1918 to
when conforming to a perscribed of thinking" article this gem
1927.
curriculum. The degrees on BA in appeared: "For the convience of •
Central was called "Washington
State Normal School at Ellens- · education would have been grant- those who would like to get added
practice in taking tests, the followed.
burg."
A meeting of the Men's Club ing questions have· been captured.
Political science and economy
was held Monday April 9, 1928 and These questions represent a typ- ·courses were introduced in 1919.
the follov.ring rules v.rere discusses ical college examination.
George Black was president of
Question 1. How far up the road
and approved.
Washington State Normal School.
1. Inspection of the rooms on is one mile?
Lyndsay Eastland was editor of
1
Question 2. When was the War ·
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
the student opinlon paper.
2.
No
card
or
pool
playing
in
of
1812?
Meledonna creme sold for 25
~uestion - 3.
What important
afternoons between the hours of
cents a bottle.
1Jffice did President Wilson Hold?" ,
1 and _3 pm.
Sweaters sold for $4 at many
Ellensburg v.ras the only normal
In the "some love affairs on
Ellensburg stores.
Mrs. Elizibeth Baker, dean of
campus prove serious to the school in -the US to win an All
women at the Normal School, was
v.ictim" article from the Crier, the American award for its annual the
following entry appeared:
"A Hyakim.
chosen Kittitas County _Councilor
In the 1928 freshman handbook:
certain frosh boy who resides at
of women's work.
the men's residence reports that a · "Students on returning to class
A class in typewriting was
organized at the Normal School.
certain soph maid looked at him after an absence must present an
In 1928, Ted Kildall was editor
many times. Many astronomer excuse.
Summer room and board was
believe this is the first signs of
of the Crier.
$71.50 for the whole summer term.
In the March 28, 1928 issue of love. Nov.r men, we must all stick
The cost for a roundtrip train
the Crier this article appeared: together to prevent any love
"Dread disease attacks students: affairs from breaking out in our fare between Seattle and Ellens-A'
burg was $2.65, with travel time
no known remedy has been found. midst.
One of the most serious maladies
If our drive for love is to be a about four hours each way.
In the "Search for a Man"
of the age is threatening to make success the following rules must
great inroads upon students of the be memorized by all Normal column of the Crier, "Mustaches:
are to be the height of the mode
Normal School. Two have already School students.
for the coming season. Every
succumbed and are in the in1.
Women students should
firmary. Known victims of the arrange to do their studying some young man of taste and refinement
will be stroking a lovely, gloss)
fatal malady number no less than. place else besides the library.
moustache. These moustaches will
2. At dances, in the gym or Sue
40 students, with more being
watched with an eagle eye by Miss Lombard Hall, -men should dance be of assorted size and colors
Prusae, Mrs. Compton and others only with men and women with according to the taste and produc-0
tivity of the owner."
of the faculty for fear they will be women.
utterly rendered helpless and become walking dreams and faces
~OOOOOOGOOGO&OOOOOCCCC
wandering around the campus.
"The symtoms of the disease are
something like this: first app~ar a
new tie and a clean pressed pair of
cords. This is followed by spell of
whitteling and unnecessary playfulness. Next comes a general
letdown in interest in school and
in studying at the · libra'r y, then
(and this is the most serious of all)
comes an impulse to confide in
some sympathetic ear. Then comes
a breaking out of new pictures on
walls and bureaus.
"This affliction has baffled great
scientists of the age. They have
fou-nd no cure for it-it comes once
a yar. Nothing will render a person
immune, and the name of this
ailment is Spring Fever."
WSNS beat Bellingham Normal
School 12-0 in football at the rodeo

By GARY FISHER

,,
i

Nixon Tree deceased
This item appeared in a local
newspaper recently. Readers
should take note of the blight
Cfillsin1L the demise of the tree.
NO NEW
LEAF FOR
NIXON TREE
Cincinnati-( AP)

A tree planted in . honor of
former President Richard M. Nixon has died of frostbite, according
to the director of Cincinnati's city
parks.
The 20-year-old cypress, replanted after the 1968 election, has
three frost cracks from the severe
winter and was pronounced dead
yesterday, Parks Director Fred
Payne said.
The -t_ree is part of the President's Grove, which was established at Eden Park in 1882.

CLASSIFIED

WE TRADE
LP's and . tapes

Need to buy a 10 speed bicycle.
Give me a call at 963-1403 or
925-5279.

OVERTONS
_,Tro ical Fish
~U aquarium &

fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

962-9166
Rte. 3
ltute' z ••In lllrtlt 01
Olj ¥1:1ti1t H'•" 011 WitsH CrtH 1114
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Leukemia.
ItS no longer
adeath sentence.

I

l.

I-

American Cancer Society

I·
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Junie Moon is about physical problems ...

Emotional scars ...

Loneliness, triumphs and failures ..

Junie Moon opens June 2
Tell Me that You Love Me, Junie Moon is a play
dealing with the lives of three patients in a state
hospital. Abandoned by their families, the three set
out to conquer their physical and emotional
handicaps. The play explores their loves, hates and
fears--the emotions of people without any real hope.
Junie Moon is the story of their failures and triumphs'.
Junie Moon will run June 2,3 and 4 in
Threepenny Playhouse at 8 :30 pm.
admission charge.

There is no

The cast includes Kandi Branum, Dave McMahon,
Mike Daschbach, Pat Van Haren, Paula Osborn, Amy
Evans, Ken Kron, Stephanie McMahon, Rob Reynolds,
Ken Peachey, Laura Hamilton, and Morrie Young.
Stephanie Noble directs the play.

Doubt and acceptance ...

- Campus Crier; May 26, 1977; Page 8

Arts & 'Entertain1nent
by Jon Dciignea'!lt

It's a happen in'

, Old age 1s no excuse.
•

It might be 1977 to the rest of
t he world, but to Tiny Tony and
the Statics it was 1963 at Goofy's
last week. Tiny (calling him Tiny is
like calling a bald guy Curly) Tony
and the Statics are one _of the
Northwest's older bands, having
been around some 14 odd years.
Oh sure, the fancy tailorPrl .;:11it.s
and Marshall amps were iv1odernistic enough, but it seem obvious
that the Statics have easily spent
14 years being "static".
Now if the Kingsmen or the
Sonics want to play Louie, Louie at
120 decibels, fine, but I don't buy it
when Tiny and the gang crank it
out. Louie, Louie is even "sleazier"
when it finishes up a medley that
included Shake Your Booty and
That's The Way I Like It.
A 14 year existence is no excuse
for the unsophistication and unprofessionalism that the band displayed. They did go from song to
song with pregnant pauses, but
sound levels were poorly balanced
(mainly due to the lack of a sound

mixing bo&rd) and the Paul Revere
and tJie Raiders "kick" dance steps
were a lousy visual substitution
for a lighting system (the band
used Goofy's one and only spotlight).
Some songs came off better than
others. The vocals on You Sexy
Thing (complete with a "heavy
breathing" solo) were adequate for
a disco sound. The Eagles' and
Doobie Brothers' medleys weren't
bad either, but they still didn't
make up for the abortion performed on the song Stormy Monday, a traditional blues tune.
Nothin' "bluesy" about that number_
Tiny Tony and the Static's act
may have been hot stuff in a place
like "Pearl's" in Bremerton or
"Skateiand" in Olympia 14 years
ago, but it just doesn't cut the
mustard here in 1977. Goofy's
audience, however, ate it all up as
usual.
The town crazies and rowdies

LI BERTY Theatre

• •

were relatively sedate through the
earlier portions of Dreamboat's
performance at the Cornerstone.
last weekend. I'm not sure if it just
took everyone longer to get plastered, or if it wa~ the influx of
patrons that piled in after the
theaters let out that spurred
everyone on to start yelpin' and
hootin'. Whatever it was, Dreamboat was much more pleasant to
listen to before everybody got ants
in their pants.
The relative quiet and Dreamboat's new P.A. system helped me
to more fully appreciate the~r
intricate country flavored vocal
harmonies. The instrumental work
wasn't too shabby for a countrybluegrass band, either. The music's volume level was at a comfortable setting, allowing people to
talk and to be heard without
shouting.
Nevertheless, once the "town
clowns" had kicked into "high"
gear, and Dreamboat started
playing "drinking" songs to reinforce them, the magic left. So did I.
The only other magic in town
(with the possible exception of the
Orchesis performance which was
so packed out that I couldn't even
get in) was happenin' at the Magic
Theater. Michael Lord and
Richard Lampert, among others,
were captivating everyone's attention with their consistently
high levels of vocal and acoustic
guitar musicianship.
As John Sebastion so aptly put
it in Do You Believe In Magic? ...
"The music is magic" ...

Fashions
featured
OPEN 6:45 925-4598
ENDS TU:t:SDAY

VlltAGE

tHE

Shows At 7:00 Each Nig_h t

£

~~!:German &~
1,~
5

;

paratroopers

landed in
Engtand.

5

~=reethalm:SWa
iiA C. \.~BP.'-"·
er.~
·
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Co~Feature

Plus This

JAN~MICHAEL

VINCENT is THE
BABY BLUE
·A

~

A COLUMBIA
PICTURES PRESENTATION

STARTS WEDNESDAY- JUNE FIRST
ocococo '~A

McConnell comes
alive with ballet
Alice in Wonderland will be
presented by the Ellensburg Youth
Ballet in McConnel Auditorium on
Friday, June 3 at 8:30 pm and on
Saturday, June 4 at 2:30 pm. The
performance will feature Central
students, Elaine Goodey as Tall
Alice, and Marla Brooks, Mary
Clarke and Maureen Turner as
Cards. These students are part of
a cast of 85 including 19 soloists.
Ten Central ballet students are
assisting with the production.
The technical crew of Central
drama students will be supervised
by E. De~ Torrey of the Drama
Department.
Artistic Director Christine Patterson is a graduate of the British
Royal Ballet School and has been
teaching through Central's Con-

CONGRAD ULATIO NS

MARINE

liliil

Saturday, May 21 a fashion
sh9w/luncheon was held in the
Holidome at the Holiday Inn at
12:30 pm. Tickets were sold last
week for $3. This price included
viewing upcoming summer fashibns and a lunch which was: ham
rolled around asparagus spears
covered with Hollandaise sauce,
egg wedges, tomato wedges and
coffee or tea.
·
The models were Gail Jones,
Everell Purcell, Dena Allison,
Judy Heesaker, Betty Reubel and
Barbara . Alexander. Ann Ring
narrated the show.
The clothes were women's fashions in smaller sizes and can be
seen at Terrace Fashions located
at 720 E. 8th. They are open from
9:30 am to 5:30 pm Monday
throu[h Saturday.

PRETTY BALLERINA-Elaine Goodey practices for "Alices In
Wonderland", a ballet to be presented June 3. Admission is one dollar for
students.

STAR IS BORN"

co-~

and Good Luck! !
to
All those who .
are graduating
this q~arter
fro·m

SUNDAY ONLY

DUSK TO DAWN

Ellensburg
Floral Shop
307 N. Pearl

925-4149

tinuing Education since she came ·
to Ellensburg- eight years ago.
Several of the dancers in the
production have been studying the
RAD (Royal Academy of Dance) <
method of ballet under her direction since her first classes began
with 25 students. Some of the 125
students now enrolled have suppleme.n ted their work with the
study of modern, jazz, Spanish,
character and American theatre
dance under the dance master and
members of First Chamber Dance
Company, as well as in a variety of
summer workshops.
The Ellensburg Youth Ballet
concert dancers have been quickly
booked each year they have performed in the Yakima-Kittitas
Valley public schools through the
Arts in Education program. Last
year, supported by a grant from
the Washington State Arts Commission, the group performed on
campus with professional dancers,
and every other year the students •
present a major work. Alice in
Wonderland is the fourth such
performance.
Patterson has been looking forward to doing this lively classic
since 1975 when she choreographed and produced Hansel and
Gretel. She stated that the dancers have been learning and rehearsing their parts for the past
several months, and that they
have been assisted in creating
whimsical and colorful costumes
by parents and community volunteers.
Pre-sale tickets for Alice in
Wonderland are discounted at
Berry's Department store through
noon on June 3. They are $1 for
children, students and senior citizens and $1.50 for adults; at the
door they will be $1.25 and $1.75.
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First jazz festival-success
By MICHELLE BRUNSON ,
Central's First Annual Invitational Jazz Festival had an explosive opening last Friday in Hertz
Audit~rium: Two C~ntral Jazz
bands,
With Ears and Smith
Brothers, were just the beginning
of an evening filled with excellent
entertainment.
Following the performance of
the two bands were three high
school jazz bands, Lewis and Clark
Jazz Band directed by Michael
De Laney, Kent-Meridian Jazz
Band directed by Hal Sherman and
Moses Lake Jazz Ensemble. All of
these groups were filled with
many talented individuals and
made for a very exciting evening,
bringing the festival's first day to
a successful end.
The second day of the festival
got underway with a jazz clinic
conducted by Don Lanphere and
Jon Pugh. The clinic was geared
for the visiting high school students. Central's Jazz Band II also
performed in the SUB Pit. Four
high school bands followed with a
superb concert in Hertz Hall.
Connell High School opened the
concert with their Jazz Choir
under the direction of David
Wright. Displaying remarkable
vocal talent and stage presence,
soloist Dan Long sang with excellence in the ·song What Are You
Doing With The Rest of Your Life.
The choir as a group displayed
The
MEANEST SOB IN THE VALLEY-Jessie James gave Central captivating vocal skills.
students a piece of his mind Monday in the SUB. It was a promotion for rhythm section added a rich" quathe play "The Resurrection of Jessie James." It will be in Grupe lity to the song Old Black Magic,
Conference Center May 26 at 8 pm. Admission is 75 cents. concluding their performance.
Jack Kunz and his Lake Washington Jazz Choir took the stage as
the second group. Loaded with
outstanding talent in both vocal
and instrumental categories, the
choir sang their way to success in
the hearts of many.
Kelly Kunz showed his many
Varied and designed music and ' talents performing vocal and inBy DAVID ADAMS
strumental solos and doubling as a
simp!~ but artistic lighting added
bass and trumpet player, Kunz
Dance is a communication, an to the color of the dances.
arranged several of the pieces
also
The
excitement
did
not
diminart. Not to be heard, but full of
The
sound; imagination, yet a total ish, but kept building from begin- performed by the group.
ning to end taking only an highlight of the choir's set of songs
reality. Dance is Orchesis. '
Orchesis' performing dancers occasional moment to allow the was Hurry On Down with Randy
presented th ~ir spring concert on audience to catch their breath. Sherwood offering a superb vocal
Though there were many in- solo and Scott Combs playing
May 18, 19, 20 and 21 at Threepenny ·Playhouse in Barge Hall. dividuals and individual perfor- exceptional alto saxophone. Mark
The theme was "Dances in the Key mances tnat. coma easuy oe smgJes VanBebbler performed well on the
out and praised, such isolation piano.
of Life."
With both their Jazz Choir and
The theme could not have been would not be a just nor an accurate
Jazz Band performing, Roosevelt
more appropriate. Dances of all description of Orchesis.
For Orchesis is not single per- High School provided a balanced
kinds were performed with dedication by performers themselves formances or individuals reaching arrangement of songs. An instruin tune and harmony with the key to steal the shaw, but dancers so in mental arrangement of Send In
tune they forget individualism and The Clowns incorporated both a
of life.
piano and trombone solo enhancModern, classical, ballet, jazz weave into the whole.
There hav~ been dances perand improvisational were the
forms presented. However, it was formed in Threepenny in the past.
not the type of dances that made Many were good, many were not
the performance the success that and most had a gimmick. And that
it was ; rather, it was the fine is what set "Dances in the Key of
dancing coupled with incrediable Life" apart from the rest. There
were no gimmicks, nor did it need
enthusiasm.
The concert, like any concert, any. That's what it was all about.
starts before the audience arrives
with the warm-ups-A process
where muscles are loosened and
confidenced is strengthened.
To the music of Earth Wind and
Fire, and in front of a few mom,
dad.s and frie.nds who sneaked in
and grabbed some of the better
seats, the dancers stretched and
loosened up, preparing themselves
for the last night-the last time
they would perform together.
W,hen the doors opened, the
remaining seats filled within minutes. All available space was
taken-not a seat or standing room
remained. The doors closed; again
a full house.
Back stage it was business as
usual. Cigarettes, makeup, cos•
tuming, more cigarettes, a few
jokes, last minute instructions and
still more cigarettes.

ing the quality of the song.
A senior duet by John Wilds and
Mike McCuHough both on trumpet
in the song Memories Of You, was
an entertaining song displaying
the talents of both musicians. The
choir performeci well as a group,
especially · in the ballad There
Used To Be A Ballpark. The group
exhibited fine harmony.
Last but certainly not least was
the Battle Ground High School
Jazz Band. Opening with the
theme from the Flinstones, th~
band performed very well. Ross
Hanson on the guitar was featured
in the song One Note Somba. His
performance was very good as the
song topped all others performed
by the choir.
Concluding Central's First Jazz
Festival was the Gala Concert on
Saturday evening. Central's Jazz
choir and Jazz band opened the
concert. Don Lanphere and Jon
Pugh were guest artists performing with the Jazz Band.
With their usual repertoire of
songs the Jazz Choir performed
very well. Among their list of
,songs A Child Is Born featuring
David Aaberg on fleugelhorn and
You Are Everything featuring
Derek Gasq:1e, vocalist, seemed to
be the favorites of the audience.
Fingers was a lively song with
Pugh and Lanphere performing
very well. Wally Ausserer on bass
and Mark Wade on drums added
flair to the song. I Remember
Clifford was arranged by David
Aaberg for Jon Pugh and his

trumpet.
The song was v,ery
moving and played exceptionally
well by Pugh.
Jazz pianist Ramsey Lewis got
off to an explosive start and ended
his concert in the same fashion.
Spring High, a Stevie Wonder
tune and Sun Goddess were two
songs displaying the talents of his
group. Derf Reckla w played the
percussion, flute, saxophone and
sang, a'nd kept the audience entertained with his antics.
Also
performing with Ramsey Lewis
were Keith Howard.. drums; Ron
Harris, bass and Byron Gregory,
guitar.
Ramsey Lewis and group performed excellently yet some
people walked away disappointed.
Ramsey Lewis said, "Judging by
the crowds' reaction, I thought it
went well." Many people were let
down when Lewis did not play
more piano. He is beg_inning t o use
the synthesizer and other electronic keyboard instruments.
The BOC and their Save Money
Plan by not hiring a professional
to operate the spotlights ended in
total disaster for the Gala Concert.
They may have saved a little
money but the students hired to
run the lights also left soloists in
the dar~, missed cues and literally
made fools out of themselves.
Altogether Central's First Annual Invitational Jazz Festival was
a suc,cess.
There was good
attendance at every event offered.
John Moawad should be commend- ·
ed for his hard work and effort.

Orchesis 'art' in
the key of Iife

l.L.~ll
~.Y~A
\\CK.._ , tif::JYVl'TUESDAY THRU

SUNDAY

Dance to LIVE Music

the

Within the span of a few
moments the performance began.
With the first dance, the audience
was overwhelmed. The energy
level was enormous.

older generation
has a lot ofstuffy
ideas...
cigarette
smoking is one!

American
Cancer Society

at the

,,~~~,

In the Caboose Room

Don't forget Ellensburg's finest dining
at the Iron Horse Restaurant
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SmokeY.. the Bear died in vain

Suggestions set forth on how to incinerate a forest
By BILL KOSSEN
The late Smokey the Bear
became famous by reminding
people to be careful with matches
and cigarettes while in the woods.
But have his admonitions really
helped that much?
Latest statistics indicate more
than 90 per cent of all forest fires
are caused by humans. Smokey
just did not get his point across.
A new approach is neededreverse psychology.
Instead of telling people to help
prevent them, they should be encourage to start forest fires. They
should be told it is the patriotic
thing to do. This approach could
repulse them even more.

So if you are one of these UQsuccessfully to ignite a forest
outlaws who likes to go against the fire only to see it die like a campgrain, disregard this entire intro- -fire on the beach. There are some
duction. Forget vou ever read it. rules though, if followed, than can
Go directly to the next sentence, virtually assure one of the creating
and read with relish, learn to start a basic 100 acre fire. And with a
a fire and then of course do just little luck, it might turn into a
the opposite and help prevent raging, 100,000 acre conflagration
worthy of the front page of a newsforest fires.
Remember, only YOU can start paper.
forest fires. It is one of the best
things you can do for the country.
Now befor~ one goes out and
A forest fire provides gainful starts throwing lighted cigarettes
employment for hundreds and or burning roaches around, it must
keeps them off the streets at be realized fighting forest fires in
night.
the US is big business. Lookouts,
spotter planes, local fire-crews and
And anyone with two fingers . pick-up truck driving prevention
can start a fire. But to turn it into a patrols all are paid well to conspire
forest fire takes a little more skill. against the arboreal arsonist.
Many pyromaniacs have tried
It is not surprising then that so
many fires are snuffed out while
still small. But do not be disheartened. It is still possible in this
jet age to create a disastrous fire.

Covert pamphlets

Last week, numerous pamphlets
The person or persons who
entitled "Have You Been Braindistributed the literature did not
leave their names or organizawashed?" were placed on empty
desks iri at least three or four
tional titles on the booklets. Perhaps they had read the content of
buildings on campus. The tracts
dealt with the subject of the - WAC 106-140-034 titled Free Dissemination of Literature which
evolution of mankind versus the
states in part, "Dissemination of
creation theory. The little booklets
were strongly pro-creation.,
literature within any buidings,
limited or restricted use areas,
including the stadium or tennis
courts, is prohibited."
on Wise, associate dean of
Student Union a.nd Activities, and
chairman of the Religious Activities Board, says that although
buildings, particularly the SUB,
should be a "market place for
ideas", he would at least like "to
Betty Bailey, of Tacoma, has
is disseminating the
been accepted for a dietetic inWise says that the "WAC is a ternship at Yale-New Haven Medical Center, New Haven, Con- pretty restrictive code. I think the
administrator in any building has
necticut.
The Tacoma resident, daughter the prerogative to determine what
can -be posted on billboards or
of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bailey, is a
1975 home economics graduate of distributed. The distribution of
Central. She has completed one literature is a pretty sacred thing
year of nutrition graduate work at in this c<;>Untry."
There are times when Wise uses
Washington State University.
Rer- 12=-month internship m ad- his authority to execute enforceministrative dietetics begins this ment of the code as he sees it. "It's
September. The dietetic intern- a part of the code and somebody
ship is a formal post-baccalaureate has to do it. There has to be
education program accredited by someone to determine how flexible
the American Dietetic Associa- the code can be. It seems we're
always ~ntagonizing somebody,
tion.
While at CWSC Betty com- however.
This reporter contacted over a
pleted a field exoerience in an
Ecuador public health office. After dozen local churches in trying to
completion of the internship she •locate the source of the tracts.
hopes to work in the field of public Nearly all of them replied to the
effect that "that's not our style."
health nutrition.

Alumni gets

dietetic

internship

~~::.t;:_~.

"'-------------------------------------:..~

banllY~~r
Girls'
Ring-a-Ding Jeans

To start a really big forest fire,
conditions have to be just right.
One cannot expect to start much of
a fire following a heavy rain storm.
Calm, cool weather is not very
conducive to creating conflagrations either.
An ideal situation would combine high temperatures, low humidity, an extended period of little
or no precipitation. Mix in a
passing dry thunderstorm creat-

ing winds in at least three directions, and you have all the necessary ingredients for a great fire.
Of course, the steeper the terrain,
the faster the fire will spread, so
choose your location carefully.
But ·even if ideal weather and
terrain conditions exist, the problem still remains guiding the
infant fire into a mature inferno. It
is highly probable the young blaze
will be spotted by passersby or
fire-suppression personnel. If this
happens, it is still possible for one
to cause .enough confusion and
mistakes to allow the fire to expand. Pretend you are just passing
by yourself and offer assistance.
This is what you can do.
First run around and scream
that there is a forest fire starting,
and try to get everyone there
chaotically excited. If they cannot
keep thier cool, they will have a
hard time suppressing the fire.
If shovels are available, grab
one heroically and start beating on
the fire. This will send sparks all
over, helping the fire to spread
even more.

to build up and really get going.
Staying away from the head of a
fire can be justified for safety's
sake.
If water is available, apply it
indiscriminately, but · concentrate
on the outer edges of the fire. The
hot core of the fire will dry out the
wetted down area and .continue on
it's merry way.

Finally, if all this seems too
shady for you here is a sure-fire
method for starting a forest fire
under a semmingly innocent guise.
Got to a campground and make a
good, long hot campfire. Then
when you are ready to lea..,·e,
sprinkle it lightly with water until
all the flames are out. This will
create a crust of ash that traps a
smoldering fire below it. By the
time you get to Phoenix, or
whereever you are going, the
life, and hopefully sent sparks
flying into the nearby woods. By
then you will be home and able to
watch you accomplishment in_
living color on television.

If a little fire trail has to be dug
to stop the spread of fire, the best
place to start it is at its least
dangerous spot, where the rate of
spread is the slowest. This will
give the head of the fire a chance

And you thought only lightning
and an occasional careless smoker
could start a forest fire. Well,
anyone can. And the nice thing
about it is that it is like pregnancy.
It can happen on the first try.
Please try.

Option 7-new program
deve Io p e d for e du cat io n
A new two-year program of
preparation for elementary teachers will be launched in Yakima
next fall by Central.
Developed by Central's Department of Education with considerable help and support from the
Yakima School District, the program is designed for college students of junior-level standing.
Primarily in the new program,
called Option 7, will be the
placement of students in actual
Yakima School District elementary classrooms for five of the six
quarters of the two-year period.
Under · classroom direction of
Yakima master teachers, the college students will have opportunities for concentrated "reallife" classroom experience.
Additionally, each student will
carry a full academic load of
college classwork with those
courses to be taught in Yakima by
Central faculty members.
One quarter of the two-year
period, the spring quarter of the
first year, must be spent in
residence study at the Ellensburg
campus. All others will be in
Yakima.
·
Madge Young, Central's direc-

tor of the program,_ said that the
new teacner preparation option is
the only one of its kind in the state
and provides more field-based
experience for students than any
other professional program.
She reported tbat tbe college
courses taught in Yakima will be
presented on a team basis by
Central faculty members especiallv geared to tie t" the classroom
the exposure being given students.
~
To qualify for the program,
students must be admitted to

Central with junior class standing
requires .a.t. least 90 c.re<!!.ts, incluamg basics and breadths, trom
a community college.
Young claimed that the program
creates a laboratory for those who
want to teach in the elementary
grades of the public elementary
classes to which they are assigned.
Information about the program
is available from Young, Central's
Department of Education; Gwen
Bradley, Yakima School District,.
or from the Yakima Community
College counselor's office.

Posit ion open
for Crier editor
Applications are now being accepted for the position of Crier
editor. The editorship is open for
both summer and fall quarters.
The editor will receive a salary of
$50 per each week that the Crier is
published.
.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

borne type of previous experience is requested of all applicants.
The experience may be academic
or professional.
All aspirants are required to be
enrolled at Central and in good
academic and discliplinary standing. Good standing must be maintained throughout the entire quarter the person is editor.

$15.95

The Board of Publications will
review all applicants. Persons
must submit a resume and cover
letter to the ·Mass Media office,
L&L 346. The Board of Publications consists of three faculty
members (Ned Toomey, Chairman
Roger Reynolds and Evelyn Ardoin) and three students (David
Payson, Joy Yam ell and Byron
Akita) and James Goodrich, ex
officio.

l;t.®. inx fifil
1£llrnsburg ma. 989211

Further information may be
obtained from the Campus Crier at
963-1026 or the Mass Media Office
at 963-3342.

Specially Priced
For One Week Only!
Reg. $22.95

~~----------~---------------------------~

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
6_o_3__N_o_r_th__M
__a_in___9__2_s_-s_s_3_9_____

l_______

Deadline is May 31 at 4 pm.

Year's events highlighted
During the 76-77 school year
have done my "Way it Was"
column. Since this issue is the last
of this school year, I am doing the
"Way it Is'', recap of the past years
news and assorted garbage.
In 1976, Richard Doi was appointed director of the ethnic
studies department.
Elvin Bishop played at Nicholson Pavilion on October 24.
The Phoenix Suns edged the
Seattle Super Sonics 94-80 in a
game at Nicholson Pavilion.
Davies Hall candy machine was
stolen and recovered.
David Adams has yet to meet
the Friday deadline for the Crier.
Bill Moeller appeared as Mark
Twain at McConnell ·Auditorium
on October 16.
·
President Brooks announced his
resignation effective in two years.
Pam Whitener was elec.t.e<l Crier
Editor for Winter and Spring
·quarters.
!'olltical Science professor Usha
Mahajani underwent surgery in
California and is expected to
return fall quarter, 1977.
In an article written by Dave
Adams, the legality of Central's
Mexico. program was questioned.
Dale Becker was elected chairman of the Residence Hall Council.
Ellensburg faces a major water
shortage due to the lack of winter
rain and snow in the Cascade
Mountains.
A new student lounge opened up
in the SUB replacing the one that
was destroyed in last summer's
fire.
, Central's housing rates are going up five per cent next year.
On May 2nd, Jody Daigneault
went three hours without cracking
a joke.
The Budweiser Clydesdales
made an appearance at Central.
Will Central ever get university
status?
Central's basketball team made
an appearance at the NAIA national championships at Kansas
City in March.
Steve Ford, ex-president Ford's
son, made an appearance at Cen-

tral during a football game in
October.
Dolph Brickley was selected as
Campus Police Chief.
George Benson and John Klemmer made appearances at Central.
Tuition is going up, but how
much is not known yet.
Barge Hall is going to be
renovated.
Cen~ral finally got a full Board of

It is at least as common as the
common cold, and far more disabling. It causes the nation, by
conservative estimate, a loss of
200 million man-days of work a
year. And the misery it spreads is
immense: no fewer than seven
million Americans are reported to
be under treatment of some kind
for it eve~y day of the ye~r. Its

Album
Aucti.on
Thursday, May 26 an album
auction will be held to benefitresearch to find causes of diabetes.
The auction starts at 8 pni and will
·
be held in SUB 204.
Diabetes is a major health problem in the United States, affecting 10 million Americans. It
causes over 3800 deaths per year.
The auction is being sponsored
by the leisure services department's 215 class. It will be a new
and used record auction with large
companies such as Warner Brothers, Electra and Asylum donating albums.
In the past, the auction has
raised over $500. Any students interested in donating to a worthy
cause and picking up some new
albums, SUB 204 is the place tonight!

High bookstore prices disturbed
students.

Survey shows 64%
believe in God
It is a very well known fact that
the college campus is a place
where opinions are readily expressed, whether it be by a
professor on philosophical thinking
or a student concerning sports. · In
recent years, it has been possible
for college students to express
their religious opinion and belief
through the National Collegiate
Religion and Philosophy survey,
which is administered nationwide
by staff and student members of
Campus Crusade for Christ. The
results of each year's surveys are
·published in the school paper as
general mtormation about current
religious thinking on campus. Over
150 college. students were surveyed both randomly and off cards .
submitted at registrati~m. A majority were freshmen.
The results for this year are as
follow:
In answer to the question ''What
's your philosophy of life?", 35 per
cent responded with a philosophy
centered around self pleasure; 21
per cent had a God centered
philosophy; 26 pe~ cent had a
philosophy centered around the
welfare of others; 3 per cent were
existential; and 15 per cent had no
philosophy or one which was
vague.
Of those surveyed, 88 per cent
thought that the basic problem of
man stemmed from an internal

characteristic, such as selfishness
or greed; 6 per cent thought it was
externally caused; 5 per cent had
no opinion; and 1 per cent felt man
had no problem.
Eighty-four per cent of the
people taking the survey had been
a member of some religious group
at one time.
Sixty-four per .cent of the students surveyed believe God to be a
Supreme Being, Creator; 9 per
cent were unsure whether or not
God exists; 4 per cent · did not
believe in {;od; 13 per cent had a
concept of God as an idea or
feeling; and 10 per cent had no
opinion or fit into other categories.
Th:rty- one per cent had read the•
New Testament through; 49 percent had not; and 20 per cent had ·
read parts. _ . . . .
.
Sixty-one percent believed Jesus
to be the Son of God; with 29 per
cent divided between saying, he;
was either a great man, a prophet,
or a myth; and 10 per cent were
unsure of who he was.
:Seventy-seven per cent of those
surveyed did not know how a
person becomes a Chris~ian, while
23 per cent did know how.
Ninety per cent stated they
would be interested in knowing
God in a personal way; 5 per cent
were unsure; and 5 per cent would
not be interested.

CRAMPED HIS STYLE-Ken Peachy plays a one-legged man in "Junie
Moon.~' In order to play the part, his leg is tied behind his back, an~__
3:
case of cramps developed. Marrie Young massaged the painful leg.

Home Ee. adds
food and nutrition

The Home Economics, Family
and Comsumer Studies Depart·ment beginning this coming fall
quarter is offering a B.S. in foods
and nutrition.
The B.S. in foods and nutrition\
major prepares students for employment in one of several professions and occupations in the
broad area of foods and nutrition.
Among these are public health
nutrition, foorls research and technology, food service management,
3. Repeat excercise No. 2 with consumer advocacy in foods and
victims range from Rep. Wilbur
Mills to actress Elizabeth Taylor. legs extended.
nutrition, or as preparation for
"It" is low-back pain. And for
4. Lie on back. Draw knees advanced study. Although this
Western, civilized man it is the toward chest. Clasp hands around program does not lead to a degree
epidemic plague of the 20th cen- knees. Keep shoulders flat against
tury's second half.
floor. Pull knees tightly against
Eight Exercises For A Strong chest with arms, then bring foreBack:
head up to knees.
.
· ·5. Lie on Back, knees -bent, feet
Do this set of eight exercises fl
fl
·
d
•
at on oor, arms crosse on •
.
h
twice a /day, per formmg . eac
chest. Raise head and shoulders •
0 I
exercise four times in each period from floor. Curl up to sitting •
at the start and increasing gradu- position. Keep back round and •
ally to ten times.
pull with stomach muscles. Lower ~
1.
Lie on stomach. Pinch self slowly.
buttocks together. Pull stom<!ch
6. Lie on back, knees bent,feett •
· in. Hold position for five seconds, · flat on floor, arms straight up.
then relax for five seconds. Over a Touch head to knees. Lower self. •
period of days, increase holding-re- Draw knees to~ard chest, pull .
end of 15th SW
laxing period to 20 seconds.
knees. tightly against chest with
. 2. Lie on back,-Knees bent,_k~t arms and bring forehead to knees.
flat on floor, -arms at sides. Pinch
7. Sit on floor; legs straight in
buttocks together. Pull in stomach tront. !'UH stomacn m. .tteacn
and flatten lower back against forward with · hands and try to
floor. Hold for five seconds, relax touch toes with fingers.
Use
for five seconds. - Gradually build rocking motion while stretching
up to 20 seconds.
for toes.

H .A. Believe it
By ANITA NOLL .

Trustees.
Pam Whitener got her hair cut
like Farrah Fawcett-Majors.
Faculty morale among Central's
teachers is poor.
Central discontinued sponsorship of its International Studies
Program.

not

in dietetics, t WO years ol predietetics study may be taken to
transfer to a co-ordinated undergraduated dietetics program in
another institution.
According to Woody Monte,
assistant professor in foods and
nutrition, and Kris Koski, acting
l.nstructor in foods and nutrition,
requests for students graduating
now with a specialization in the
foods and nutrition area are exceeding the supply.
Persons interested in this field
of study should contact Woody
Monte - 963-2366 or Kris Koski 963-2366 for more information.

.....................................................................

. GARDEN SPECIALS
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er n •Um 411 Pots 39¢
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Po ts 21 $1° 0

Williams Greenho_use

.

925-3477:.

...............................................................
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Putting this
inyourfuture.

qa'r.dett

Resfau'z.attt

Specializing in
Chinese Foods
Also . .. American Foods

Phone 925-2090

207

N . Main, Ellensburg, Wn.

PAK AND HONG HUIE

. /$ . .~. . .,.,3ff···><.·.. ~.,
Al Stever)S
f
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925-4176
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noon
noon
noon
noon

-

•

9:30p.m. Tues. - Thurs.
12:30 a.m. Friday
1 a.m. Saturday
9 p.m. Sunday
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A victorY.. for the OQP.,Osition in Israel
1

Unity~s~platform

strict on territory

Israel. The results were soon as all ultra-Orthodox Judaism.)
unilateral and imposed upon Israel
This movement is another with
Experiments conducted by by the United States in order to only limited support in Israel but
Israeli doctors have revealed con- arrive at a quick, albeit unlasting, is important to acknowledge in
elusive evidence that massive peace.
endeavoring to understand the
doses of democracy injected into a
The Labor party, -which· had feelings of the state.
nation's political life can lead to ruled the government for 30 years
Fewer people live in Israel than
more plunges for that nation in the until last week's slap, contained its in several of the world's largest
eyes of world opinion.
own opposing treads~ But even the cities but each citizen knows the
Israel's election results from last more conservative·elements of this expectations that demand . uncomweek provide a case study in this · party (e.g., Peres) have obviously mon perfection of the country that
malady known as "Begin's Terror" been seen by the majority of is younger than most of the people
in honor of the leader of the Israeli voters as too compromising in the United States. It is this
winning party (Unity).
with the Arab states.
political and the obvious military ,
This party, or rather group of
An increased firmness in the pres.s ure that drives Israelis into
parties that had formed in opposi- Israeli electorate may be founded such polarizations: some camps
tion ·to the past ruling party' in the basic geography of the supporting greater cooperation
represents a large portion of right young state. Saul Bellew notes in with Arabs in and around the
field in Israel's political lineup. his To Jerusalem and Back of last country and others who want the
This conservation vis-a-vis the year that Israel occupies only Arabs sent out of Israel.
neighboring Arab States ·is com- on-sixth of one per cent of the
Contrary to the suggestions of
pounded by Unity's military frame lands traditionally viewed as Arab some commentators, there is little
of reference.
lands.
similarity between Israel and the
The opposition's victory was
Bellew, an American Jewish white-ruled southern African
perhaps made possible by circum- person who won the Nobel Prize states (e.g., Rhodesia and South
stance similar to the recent defeat for Literature last year, examines Africa). These latter two find
of the Gandhi regime in India. from a visitor's perspective the their minority population drawn
Discredit for the ruling party led feelings among the Jewish popula- together by common oppression of
to contempt for its members apd tion about the situation and possi· black Africans, the vast majority.
candidates and increased respect ble terms of negotiation.
In Israel the majority is divided as
t.o how it will treat its Arab
and vote totals for the opposition.
Religious nationalists, says Bel·
Peace initiatives in the Middle lew, have reacted to what they fellow citizens and, of course, the
East are now being mourned believe to be an American sell-out Arab states.
because of Israel's. surprising ex- by throwing more support around
William G. Rosenberg discussed
ercise of the democratic franchise. movements such as Gush Emunim. the position of Israel's Arab citiProgress towards settlement of This type of philosophy has only zens (450,000 strong with Nazacomplex political and social issues limited support in Israel· and the reth being the largest Arab 'City in
in this region is said to be halted author points out that the state's Israel) several months ago in
because of Unity's platform.
founders (the Zionists of several Atlantic.
This platform is viewed as very decades ago) were not "religious
Particular attention is given to
strict with regard to the negotia- territorialists."
the rising influence of communism
An April issue of Rolling Stone among the Israeli Arabs and it is
tion of territory settlements with
the Arab bargainers, even the featured an article aptly titled important to remember that votmoderates among the latter Semi- "Next Year in Jerusalem" which ing and free speech have never
tic cousins. we should recall that dealt at some length with the been forbidden for the minority
upon former leader Peres' move to feelings behind the growth in groups in the state. The author
power many people expressed significance of Judaism for some studies the life and career of
regret and dire opinions for the Jewish people.
Toufik Zayad, a Nazareth Arab, as
possibility of peace.
Author Ellen Willis described an example of what we may term
Middle East watchers, parti- the ba'al tshuva yeshiva move- as the ambiguous equality of
, cularly those among us who ment is Israel which emphasizes Israel's Arab population.
strongly support either side in the the study of Torah (or the Penta- • Zayad, communist mayor of his
grand Israeli-Arab issue, must touch---the first five books of the city, owes his popularity and
hasten to understand the reasons Bible).
electoral success to the discontent
for the election results rather than
Willis recounted her brother's of the Arab voters with the status
employing the United States "conversion" to Judaism and stud- quo. Many young people, asserts
chrystal ball and sounding the pro- ied, at least from her sympathetic the author, acquire good educaverbial tecsin for doom.
standpoint, the meaning and signi- tions only to find that jobs are
Former Secretary of State Kis- ficance _of the ba'al tshU:va move- unavailable to them because of
singer's style and results of nego- ment.
(Although she and her their last names.
tiation were becoming more un- brother had been Jewish by birth,
Certainly this is a problem with
popular near the end of his career they had never been strong in the which United States citizens are
with many Jewish citizens of convictions for Judaism; least of more than familiar but _ mor~ needs

By CLINT ROBBINS

1

FIRIMLI
Look out! Here comes your last chance to
cash in on our misfortune. That's right our loss is definetely going to be your gain
when you shop at the Fire Sale in the
Wildcat Shop beginning Thursday, May
19. The Wildcat Shop is right next to
the SUB and it will be open for the Fire
Sale from 3 pm - 5:30 on Monday thru
Friday, and 3:00 - 4:30 on Saturday,

All items are discounted from 50% up.
All sales are final, and no refunds or
exchanges are allowed. All manufacturer's
guarantees and warranties are void.

to be noted about discrimination in
Israel among its citizens . .

much nearer economically the
Arab population in Israel than the
balance of the Jewish population.

Terence Smith says in a recent
issue of Saturday Review that
discrimination between Jewish
populations of different "national
origins" is a grave problem that
has led to rioting and demands for
reform in the treatment of citizens.

This is the unique side effect of
democracy that has :l llowPn +}-,,,,
·rise to the_ presidency of a fair
variety of Americans and is currently causing so much consterna- _
tion for watchers of th,e Middle
East.

Sephardic, or "Oriental" Jewish
Israelis, though larger in numbers
than the East European Jewish
population in the country, often
find themselves on the short end of
social treatment. Smith points out
that the Sephardic population is

Let us not leap to conclusions
about the mood of the people in
Israel because of Unity's victory.
Rather we should appreciate the
honest if not unanimous opinions
of the people who are, as Bellow
says, under the microscope.

Hunting the elusive
Ellensburg blue
By LES FITZPATRICK
There's a biue out there for
anyone who looks hard enough,"
said Ron Schoenbaum, longtime
Ellensburg blue agate hunter.
The Ellensburg blue agate; a
unique and beautiful semi-precious
stone found only in a 20 square
mile area near Ellensburg.
This reporter considered submitting photographs with this
article but the beauty of the
Ellensburg blue cannot be captured in black and white.
Searching for Ellensburg blue
required patience, a sharp eye and
some knowledge about what to
look for and where.
"When you hunt for blue," says
Walt Tussinger, "you should carry
a piece (of blue) with you so that
you'll have a reference rock to go
by."
Asked if he carried a large piece
with him and he pulled a sky-blue
piece from his pocket ·measuring
no more than one-quarter inch.
Tussinger, proprietor of the
Ellensburg Agate Shop, said that
the rock hunter's eyes may play
tricks on him when hunting for
blue for long periods of time.
After a while all the rocks you
_see begin to look blue," said
Tussinger. He noted however, that
it is rather easy to identify,
Ellensburg blue.
"Ellensburg blue is blue. Many
people come in here with yellow,
red, and other colored rocks and
ask me whether they are blues,
and, of course they aren't."
There ' are two types of blue agates found in the Ellensburg
area: (1) turtle-back blue is the
most valuable Ellensburg blue. It
is a clear light-blue stone. When
held up to a light a slight
cloudiness is apparent within the
stone. Turtle-back blue is the
hardest of the Ellensburg· blues,
(2) At the other end of the
Ellensburg blue scale are corn
flower blues. Corn flower blues are

darker in color, less translucent
and softer. The corn flower blue is
sometimes referred to as opaque
blue.
Between the turtle-back and
corn flower blues are a limitless
variety of blues. Some blues are a
combinaion of Ellensburg blue and
carnelian, an orange or red agate.
Some blues have been found
containing crystal or iron ore.
Ellensburg blue may be found
under sagebrush or covered with
moss or lichen, as well as on open
gtoun<;l.
Perhaps the best places to look
for blue are in freshly plowed
fields. Make sure to get the
farmer's
permission befo1:e
searching his land.
Although blue is found yearround, the best times to look are
after heavy rains, floods and in the
spring when persistant winds may
uncover blue or other collectable
stones . .
When hunting for blues there
are some important rules to remember: Be cautious of snakes,
especially on warm sunny days
when they may leave their underground dens to bask in the -sun.
The last reported snake-bite case
happened when someone was
searching for Ellensburg blue.
Don't break rocks to see if there
is blue agate inside. If the rock is ·
important enough to search for
blue, it shouldn't be abruptly
broken because it may damage the
blue.
Also, according to Schoenbaumr
"most of the rock out there is
quartz. When someone breaks it it
leaves a sharp edge. Most any rock
you break is liable to end up .in a
cow's foot.
If you· are wondering how marketable blue is, it is debatable.
Most blue hunters don't sell their
find.
I'm t~i~J" that "once you find a ·
good blue, you're initiated into the
. Ellensburg blue fan club for all
time."

New 'all purpose' gadget
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Pyramid power generates sales
By LES FITZPATRICK

Keep an eye on_ your wallets
folks, there's another new "all
purpose" gadget hitting the market.
This one, which supposedly
"really, really works," is the
pyramid.
Nearly every grade school student has seen pyramids in geography books and on television.
Pyramids are found nearly everywhere in the world with the
exception of Australia and the
Antartica. The popular theory is,
that the pyramids were constructed as tombs and temples.
However, _ the famous psychic,
Edgar Cayce, claims that pyramids were not built as tombs but
as great libraries for the storage of
the world's knowledge.
,
Today, the pyramid, in more
practical sizes, is used as razor
blade sharpeners, gardener's help_ers, food preservers and dehydrators and as energy producers or
stimulators for transcendental
meditation, yoga and biofeedback
training.
'Technically, tne pyramid is a
geometric form composed of four
isosceles triangles (all angles the
same) on a square base.
Many pyramid users claim the
pyramid form is a structure which
can ge_nerate mental and psychic

WSL plans
spring break

power. Some Claim the pyramid is
capable of relieving arthritis and
other human ailments. Others say
the pyramid can help answer
questions and even ,ITT"ant wishes.
In 1959 the pyramid was patented as a razor blade sharpener by
Karl Drbal, a leading contemporary expert in pyramid power.
It took ~~n years for Drbal's patent
to be approved. He had to conduct
many experiments proving the
validity of his "invention".
The pyramid appears to be a
marketable item. Since Drbal's
patent, the pyramid has become
popular in Russia as well as the
US. Drbal and others claim to get
up to 200 shaves with one razor
blade stored in a pyramid.
Lately, magazines ana even
newspapers have begun publishing advertisements for pyramids,
including a recent full-page ad in
the Seattle PI.
~'he pyramid shape is also
becoming more prevalent in the
construction of homes and business.
Some companies are producing
pyramid-shaped packages to help
preserve their o_roducts..
Pyramids now are bemg sold by
laboratory supply houses for the
purpose of science fair projects
and personal home use and experimentation.
Each face of the . four. sides of--the
~

pyramid must slant towards the
apex (top) at an angle of 51
degrees, 52 minutes and 10 seconds.
,--The pyramid's four sides must
face north, south, east and west.
Also, the object, such as a razor
blade, must be placed in the
pyramid with its longest sides
pointing in a north-south direction.
Supposedly, the pyramid's power is strongest one-third of the
way up from the base. To sharpen
your razor blade in a pyramid,
place it on a platform to reach this
height. .
Instructions for building your
own pyramid would turn this
article into a book. In order to
construct a working eight inch
pyramid, included is an illustration
and building instructions.
A pyramid should be constructed of homogeneous materials:
solid wood, not plywood, styrene
plastic, not styro-foam; and compressed cardboard, not corrugated
cardboard.
The tools needed for constructing a pyramid include a ruler,
pend!, tape, drawing compass,
directional compass and four pieces of 12-inch square cardboard.
Set the compass at 11 and
one-half inches. Draw an arc from
the two bottom corners of each
piece of cardboard. Where the
.!1!..arks Jnt.P,rsect is the apex or top

The New School has no cafeteria,
campus, or football team. All
we have is the most experienced
faculty of any professional
art school in the ·Northwest:

•
session

tne pyramid.
Draw a straight line from- the
apex to each of the bottom corners
and cut out the triangles. Tape the
four triangles together to form the
pyramid. It is impossible to be
exact in the measurement but near
exactness is important.
01

Use the dir<'<'tional compass to
determine north, south, east and
west. The four sides of the
pyramid must point in these
directions.

Also maKe sure the pyramid is
properly constructed.
Another good experiment includes the use of your pyramid as a
razor · blade sharpener. Store a
good quality razor blade in the
pyramid. Make sure the longest
sides of the blade point north and
south. Also make sure the blade
rests. one-third distance from the
base.
If the pyramid is functional, one
should be able to get many more
shaves from one blade. Use only
good quality blades for the sharpener experiment.

In order to test whether or Mt a
pyramid is functional there is a
simple e·xperiment which may be
performed using a pyramid and
two rectangular dishes of honey.
Remember, the powers of the
Put one dish of honey in the pyramid take time. Don't expect
pyramid with the longest sides of immediate results.
the dish facing north and south.
The small pyramid has many
Put the dish on a platform to attain . purposes. Horticulturists store waa height one-third distance from ter, seeds, nutrients and plants in
the base.
pyramids.
Store the honey and pyramid in
Some people store tobacco and
a secluded place for a period of five coffee in pyramids. Supposedly,
days. Place the other dish of honey the pyramid mellow the bitterness
outside the pyramid.
of the coffee and gives the tobacco
Honey left outside the pyramid a smoother aroma and flavor.
solidifies and must be heated to
If the pyramid proves to be
retain its liquid state. S~pposedly,
functional, one may construct or
with the use of a pyramid, the
order a pyramid large enough to
solidification process is speeded sleep, meditate or exercise in. One
up.
company has a iriodel which fits
After about five days if the over the top of a ·bed.
pyramid is correctly constructed
Drbal, who patented · the razor
and aligned the honey . stored in blade sharpener pyramid is workthe pyramid should start to solid- ing on pyramid hats.
- ify and have a tacky texture. The
Experimenting with the pyrahoney outside the pyramid should
mid can be fun. The most imporstill be fluid.
tant thing to remember when
If the· honey in the pyramid is
working with pyramids is the need
still fluid check the alignments. for patience, exactness and, perMake sure the pyramid's sides are haps, a belief in the powers of the
facing north, south, east and west. pyramid.

~
~

The Washington Student Legislatm:e (WSL) Executive Board
which is comprised of half a dozen
hard-core student legislative activists, met at Tacoma Community
College on May 16th, to plan for
next year's legislative session
during the spring break at Central.
Attending from Central were
Judy Presson and Scott Mueggler.
Plans were made to extend the
usual five day session into six full
days. New officers were also
elected to the Executive Board.
Rick Bligh of TCC and Pam
Pasquale of Everett C.C. were
elected director an<l assistant director, respectively.
Those students wishing to learn
more of the WSL should contact
Judy Presson at the Political
Science office in the Psychology
Building. The next WSL Board
meeting is scheduled to be held at
Central in mid July.

Keep Cool During Finals.I
Sta nding, I. tor., Doug Murray. Di ck Brown. Barney OBnen. Jerry Nelson. Bill Johnson .
Sea ted; Cherry Brown. Mike Duvall. Nancy Johnson . In the mlfror: Chuck Kuhn
Not shown; Joe Ireland

The New School of Visual Concepts ...
where the Pros are.
Enroll now for 9 week Summer Session June 20
Day and night courses offered 1n lllustrat1on . Art Direction . Figure Drawing Painting
Concepts Des1g n and Photography Call 623-1 560 or visit us at 500 Aurora N. in Seattle.

Gym Shorts
Guys & Gals
$3.50

11~~
DOWNTOWN
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'Fat. men'
•

•

•

swim 1n

Co-rec
•

relay races
The third annual Co-rec swim
meet was held Wednesday, May 18
in the pool. There were 190
contestants competing in thfl relays held from 8 pm to 11 pm.
Anyone was allowed to enter ·
except college varsity _swimmers.
There were a variety of relays, including little person and fat men's
relay. Following are the results for
first place winners:
-- 100 yd·. medley mixed-Aquaholics
50 yd. freestyle-men-Jim Rice
25 yd. free style-women-Laurie
Roberts
100 yd backstroke-men-'-J oe
Terhaar
50 yd. backstroke-womenLaurie Roberts
100 yd. breastroke-men-Bill
Baily
50 · yd. breaststroke-womenPam J ulich
50 yd. butterfly-m~n-Stan 01~""

•

•
CENTRAL SWIMMER prepares to meet .the water. He was
participating in the Co-rec. swim meet last week at .Nicholson pool.

25 yd. butterfly-women-Robin
Lee
100 yd dog paddle relay mixedMusic Dorm
100 yd. freestyle-men-Patrick
Mahaffie
50 yd freestyle-women-Pam
Julich
_

50 yd. backstroke-men-R-0ger
Tuft
'
25 yd. backstroke-women-Jannice Cunnigham
50 yd. breaststroke-men-Tom
Kamm
25 yd. breaststroke-womenPam Julich

TA v,
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Wo.m en's tennis

caps off season
Central's women's tennis team
finished a fine season last weekend
in Ashland, Oregon, by finishing
fifth among 15 teams in the Northwest College W-0men's Sports Association tennis championships.
Powerful University of Wash-'
ington, who defeated Central
twice during the season, won the
overall team title as well as
individual honors.
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Central was represented last
weekend by several members of
the field hockey team plus additjonal Central students at the
Field Hockey Jamboree held at the
University of British Columbia.'
The students competed under
the name of Yakima Valley Club.
On the first day of competition
they were victorious over Aga
Khan 2-0 and North Vancouver II
2-1. On the final day they tied with
North Alberta 1-1 and lost to
· X-Knox, a team from Kelowna 2-0.
In the three-day event there were
50 teams competing.

TAKE A STUDY BREAK
WITH A _GLASS OF MILK
FROM WINEGARS

*

2% milk

* GradeA

67~ V2 gal

66~ V2

milk

gal

*Past/Homo milk 6 7~· V2 gal

Winegar's•R••

11

open Monday thru Saturday
Located Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavilion

411 W.• .~Ith-~ 121-1821

The Wildcat's top finisher was
Carie Hamilton, who lost to Kathy
Beck of the UW, 6-0, 6-0 in the
finals of ·second singles action.
First singles player Rhonda
Panattoni lost in consolation action
to Jo Montgomery of Washington
State, 6-2, 6-3. In third singles
action, Gail Gerstmar of Central
lost to WSU's Michelle Chaumer in
consolation action.
Jane Andreotti won fourth sin. gles consolation action against
Carol Hinkley of WSU, 7-6,7-6.
The doubles team of Mary
Andreotti and Gerstmar were defr ated in a close match by the
eventual champions Mary Schutten and Lynn Maarhefka of the
UW. The Wildcat duo were then
eliminated in the conso1ation
rounds.
In men's action, Central's
Dennis Roberts won three preliminary matches last Friday before losing to top seeded Dave
Tregeser of Pacific Lutheran University 6-4, 6-2 in the NAIA
District 1 tennis championships
Saturday in Puyallup.
The tournament started at the
Western Washington campus in
Bellingham but moved to Puyallup
due to rain. Roberts went into the
tourney as the fourth seed.
Roberts and Dick Bankhead won
their first round in doubles competition before falling to Tom
Vozenilek and Tim Ayris of Pacific
Lutheran, 6-3, 6-4.

, Cindy Pottle
takes fourth
in discus
Central freshman Cindy Pottle
concluded her first season as a
, Wildcat by finishing fourth in the
discus in the Athletics for Women
national track and field championships last weekend in Los Angeles.
Pottle fired the platter 158-10 1/2,
which was her personal best by
three ~nches. The winner of discus
event had a throw of 185 feet, with
second -place at 164.
The two other Wildcat women
entered in the meet were eliminated from competition in the
trials on Friday. Pam Riggs, a
senior came in fourth in her 400
meter t,rial with a time of 56.4
seconds and Kathleen Kilpatrick
was disqualified in the hurdles
when she hit a hurdle and ran out
of her lane.

•
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ART SHOW: Community Gallery, 408 1/z
N. Pearl St., upstairs, will feature watercolors by George Cruickshank, Wenatchee; .
phoLography by Lynn Knapp, Montana;
pottery by Vicki Pilgrim, Roslyn; and ·hand
blown glass by Stan Price, Seattle. This
show runs June 4 thru June 25. Hours: noon
to 5 pm, Tuesday thru Saturday.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS:Application deadline for summer quarter at the
Mexico International Center in Guadalajara
is June 1. During the summer months there
are two programs at the center-the liberal
arts program held each quarter, and the one
month Workshop on Mexican Culture
combining a course in Latin American
studies with a field trip to the Yacatan
Peninsula, Oaxaca and Mexico City. Information and application forms may be
obtained from the Office of International
Programs, Peterson 202· (963-3612).
FALL QUARTER STUDENT TEACHERS: There will be a meeting for all fall
quarter student teachers on May 31. The
meeting will be held in Black Hall 103 from
4-6 pm. It is essential that you attend!
FALL OPTION C STUDENTS: There

will be a meetmg tor all fall quarter ,Option
C students on June 2. ·The meeting will be
held in Black Hall 103 from 4-6 pm. It is
essential that you attend!
CAREER INFORMATION LIBRARY:
The Career Information Library is open for
your use any time from 8 am to noon and
from 1 to 5 pm, Placement Center.
ELLENSBURG YOUTH BALLET: The
Ellensburg youth ballet will be performing
in McConnell Auditorium on Friday, June 3
at 8:30 and Saturday, June 4 at 2:30.
Admission is $1.25 for children, students
and senior citizens. $1.75 for adults. Discount tickets can be purchased at Berry's
ti! noon on June 3.
GRADUATES TURN IN JOB NOTIFICATION: All graduating seniors and .
graduates, currently registered with the
Placement · Center, who have accepted
positions are requested to please notify the
Placement Center.
SPEAKER: There will be a group
meeting on June 3 at 2 pm at Seattle
University.
Bill McKei_ghen will discuss _the graduate
program for students interested in the
Public Administration Program.

CANDIDATES: Who have registered
with the Placement Center and : will be
leaving Ellensburg may come in and
complete a mailing card if they wish to be
notified of positions listed.

JOB'S AVAILABLE FOR SENIORS &
GRADUATES: Graduating Seniors and
graduates still seeking a position should
check the job listing books: elementary;
secondary; business, industry, gov~rnment,
two-four year colleges and school administration. Placement Center, Barge 105.
SOCIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM: The Sociology Symposium will sponsor a talk by
~harle~ L. McGehee titled "Spiritual Values
m Sociology: When We Have Debunked
Everything, What Then?" It will be at 3 om,
Thursday, June 2·; in the sociology lounge
on the fourth floor of the Soc.-Anthro.
Building. McGehee teaches courses on -juvenile deliquency, criminology and
theory. Following his talk, t here will be a
general discussion. All are invited.

Unanswered
qu.estions _
· (Cont. from page 11)

Question-Wh~ did not Vice

placed fifth and sixth, respectively.
"Fencing is a romantic intellectualism consisting of infense concentration, precise control and a
flash of ereativity-actions which
exercise the power of knowing. A
large part of fencing skill involves
perception, not only of one's own
actions and reactions, but of these
same processes in the opponent.
True fencing can take place only
when a fencer acts with, rather
than reacts to, the adversary.
Thus, fencing demands an empathy with one's opponent-not so
much the entering into the other's
experience as the realization that
the other experience exists."-excerpt from Nature of Fencing by J.
Wantanabe.
Fencing requires the most intelligence of all sports, and the
second most in endurance next to
basketball. Mastering the sport of
fencing requires about 10 years.
Also, it is difficult to get the
experience needed to beco_me a
igood fencer on the West Coast
'because of the lack of lessons and

clubs·.
To compete or practice in fencing, one needs protective equipment consisting of mask, _glove~
and padded jackets. In competition
a metallic vest is also worn which
is connected by a cord to a machine
that registers when the person
had been touched by the opponent's sword. This cord might
seem to inhibit free movement but
one doesn't seem to notice it once
the bout begins.
To win a fencing match, one
must touch his opponent on the
target with his sword five times
without having been touched that
many times himself. The target
area for foif fencing is the trunk of
the body, excluding the arms and
head.
For those interested in becoming fencers, a beginning . fencing class is offered every quarter
where one learns the basic skills of
fencing. At least once a year, an
advanced class is offered. The
Fencing Clu!:>, which meets twice a
week, offers the opportunity to
refine basic skills.

Central takes second
in NAIA district meet
Central finished second behind
MEET RESULTS
Eastern in the men's NAIA DisHammer throw-1. Paul Kelly
trict I track and field meet last (WW), 149-11; 2. Henry Midles
weekend in Cheney.
(CW) 149-2.
Eastern, winning 9 of 18 events,
High jump- 1. Vic White (EW)
took the meet easily with 306 6-9; 4. Pat Moore (CW) 6-1 and
points. Central finished with Mike Boland (CW) 6-1.
104.66, Western Washington 84,
Javeling-1. Javelin-1. Dave AnSimon Fraser 67, Pacific Lutheran drews (CW); 6. Mike Carter (CW)
31.33, Whitworth 27 and Whitman 184-11.
440 relay-1. Eastern 41.4; 3. .
26.
Central's Toby Suhm won the Central (Bob Ashbridge, Andy
5,000 meter run with a time of Sharpe, Brad Bull, John Wood)
15: 13.5, and Mide Wold took the '43.8.
3,000 meter steeplechase in 9:23.8.
Shot put-1 . VanArsdale (WW)
Dean Erickson won the 110 high 51-1/z.
hurdles for Central in 15 seconds
1500-1. Greenman (EW) 3:59.7.
Long jump-1. Vic White (EW)
flat.
The Wildcats, were without 221-2.; 4. Jeff Hocker (CW) 22-3.
400-1. Anderson Jones (Whitdistance stan«iouts Jlm Hennessy
and Lou Boudreaux, who are worth) 49.2; ·3. Brian Heynsten /
resting for the upcoming national (CW) 49.4.
400 hurdles-1. Kotsogenic (WW)
meet.
Other Central victories were by 53.5; 4. Reed Caudle (CW) . 56.2; 6.
Mike Daniels in the discus with a Brian Heynsten (CW) 57 .0.
throw of .165-11 and Dave AnDiscus-1. Mike Daniels (CW)
drews in ·the'' ja velin · with a throw 165-11; 2. Mitch Ringe 158.7.
of 208-1 l1/z.
·
Triple jump-1. White (EW)

J

WHO'S WHO SELECTION: The com. 1ittee charged with the responsibiltiy for
selecting Central's recipients of the ''Who's
Who in American Colleges and U niversities" awards needs help.
Each year there are many truly outstanding students who should be recognized
for their contributions to the campus, but
are simply unknown. In making recommendations, please consider those seniors and
graduate students whose academic standing, participation in extracurricular activities and community service are decidedly above average.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: The following
If there are students to nominate, send
employer will have a representative at the
their names to Don Wise in the Student Placement Center to interview interested
Development Office, SUB.
candidates. The sign-up schedule will be
REGISTER WITH PLACEMENT ' posted one week, to the day, before the
CENTER: Seniors and graduate students arrival on campus.
wishing to register for placement service
may pick up a registration packet at Barge June 2-3 Republic School District
105, Placement Center.

Fencers- en garde I
On May 21, several members of
Central's Fencing Club ventured
to the University of Washington
for an open tournament for all
school and club fencing teams.
Central is becoming a dominant
contender at the college level.
Fencers from Central were Tome
Motland, Bob Hunter, Vince
Navarre, Pat Curry, Stephe
Percival, Chris Smith, Bill Johnson
and Bill Campbell. Ric Williams
attended as coach for the team.
Fencers from Washington, British Columbia, Oregon, Idaho and
Montana were invited to compete
at this tournament. Six clubs from
the Seattle-Tacoma area attended
Saturday. According to Roberta
~kaggs of the lJW's l''encmg Vlui:>,
the attendance was not as large as
etcpected.
For most of Central's fencers,
this tournament was a first, as was
fencing with electric foils. Central' s experience ranged from six
months to a year and a half. The
fencers who placed from first to
fourth had five to 12 · years
experience. Hunter and Motland

15

49-11; 4. Kurt Wagner (CW) 45-5;
Tim Madden (CW) 44-8 1/z; 6. Jeff
Hocker (CW) 44-5 1/z.
Pole vault-1. Heer (SF) 15-0; 6.
Clay Sagen (CW) 13-3.
Mile relay-1. Eastern 3: 19.3; 3.
Central 3:27.8.

Adam
Gauthie
onus.

count:I
vw;re

counting on
you.

Red Cross. The Cood Neighbor.

President Harrington's investigation check out the controversy
· pertainin~ to the unsa!e handling
of the buses. In a letter dated
March 19, 1976 Vice President
Harrington and Dean Schliesman
stated to President Brooks "We
can find no evidence of unsafe
handling of buses." Yet, dates and
specific "trips in question had been
outlined to them in a letter dated
December 10, 1975.
Question-Why did the vice
president's investigation fail to
discover or even look into the
serious questions pertaining to the
buses' legal authority to travel in
this country. Crier issues dated
May 12, 1977 and May 19, 1977
discussed these questions and

proble~s in depth).
. Question-Why weren't the interest of loans made by Directors
Lillard, Tolman, Tom Lillard and
Tolman's mother not asked to be
repayed to the college?
The reason for all the unanswered questions is to me very
clear. As a student reporter, I
could only ask so much and
discovered issues I am sure some
wished were never asked about. I
have no documented answers for
the questions just raised, merely
personal speculation. I do believe,
even though an audit is due this
summer on the INS, that all the
questions will not be answered or
at least made public because of
some very good reason none of us
will understand, but 'eventually
will accept.

•

BRICK 1n Roslyn
TAVERN
PRESENTS

Friday May 27th
SaturdayMay28th
Sunday May 29th

-NO TOY BOYSFrom Olympia coming straight from the
Rainbow Tavern
in Seattle
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JEFF
LISA
BRETT
KAREN
CARL

111932
113793
113795
111951
111815

PATTI 111900
ALICE 111908
VONNIE 111905
MARY 112748
CHUCK 111888
LINDA
111971
LOU ANN 110036

19.'.7~_;_

KATHY
DORIS
JACK
JOHN
DOUG
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113826
113928
111814
112742
110017

PIZZA WINNE~S!!!!
ALAN MILES
JERRY BROWN
DOUG MARTENSEN
DAN PAVLIK
RANDY PAUL

STEPHENS-WHITNEY
OFF CAMPUS
KAMOLA
MEISNER
QUIET DORM

IT'S TIME TO
SELL THOSE
TEX.T BOOKS
AT

ULlerrol·' s
111111
WE'LL BUY YOUR
TEX"T BO·O KS BACK
FOR

CASH!!
Also check with us
about summer quarter

text books

Oldies and goodies Jukebox
till th~ end of the quarter.

.

.

WE'RE OPENL.DAYS
A WEEK
1'AONDAY thru FRIDAY
. SAM to .1OPM
SATURDAY and SUNDAY
lOAM to lOPM

111 _e r r o I's
11111
111 EAST 8th STREET
925-9851

